




























The sixth SuperB W orkshop was convened in response to questions posed by the INFN Review Com m ittee,
evaluating the SuperB projectatthe requestofINFN.The working groupsaddressed the capability ofa high-
lum inosity avorfactory thatcan gathera data sam ple of50 to 75 ab 1 in ve yearsto elucidate New Physics
phenom ena unearthed atthe LHC.Thisreportsum m arizesthe resultsofthe W orkshop.
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4Introduction
TheSixth SuperB W orkshop,held attheIFIC in Va-
lencia,Spain from January7-15,2008,wasconvenedto
updateourunderstandingofthephysicscapabilitiesof
the SuperB project,proposed forconstruction on the
cam pusofRom e University TorVergata. In particu-
lar,the W orkshop addressed severalquestions posed
by m em bers ofthe InternationalReview Com m ittee
appointed by INFN to review the project.The work-
shop was organized into severalworking groups;this
docum ent com prises the reports from these groups.
It is not intended as a com prehensive review ofthe
physicscapability ofSuperB ;rather,itshould beread
asa supplem entto the physicssection ofthe SuperB
ConceptualDesign Report(CDR)[1].
Them otivation forundertaking a new generation of
e+ e  experim ents is,ofcourse,to m easure eects of
New Physics on the decays ofheavy quarks and lep-
tons. A detailed picture ofthe observed pattern of
such eects willbe crucialto gaining an understand-
ing ofany New Physicsfound attheLHC.Asdetailed
herein,m uch ofthestudy ofthecapability oftheLHC
to distinguish between,forexam ple,m odelsofsuper-
sym m etry breaking have em phasized inform ation ac-
cessible athigh pT . M any ofthe existing constraints
on m odelsofNew Physics,however,com e from avor
physics.Im proving lim itsand teasing outnew eects
in the avor sector willbe just as im portant in con-
straining m odels after New Physics has been found
asithasbeen in the construction ofviable candidate
m odelsin the yearsbefore LHC operation.
In confronting New Physicseectson the weak de-
caysofb,cquarksand  leptonsitiscrucialtohavethe
appropriate experim entalsensitivity. The experim ent
m ust m easure CP asym m etries in very rare decays,
rarebranchingfractionsand interesting kinem aticdis-
tributionsto sucientprecision to m akem anifestthe
expected eectsofNew Physics,orto placeconstrain-
ing lim its.Thereisa strong consensusin thecom m u-
nity thatdoing so requiresa data sam plecorrespond-




forobtaining such a data sam pleisoftheorderofve
years ofrunning. M eeting both these constraints re-
quiresa colliderlum inosity of1036 cm  2 s 1 orm ore,
yielding 15 ab
 1
/Snowm assYearof1.5 107 seconds.
Itistheseboundary conditionsthatsetthelum inosity
ofSuperB .
Reaching this lum inosity with a collider design
extrapolated from PEP-II or K EK B, such as Su-
perK EK B,isdicult;beam currentsand thuspower
consum ption are very high,and the resulting detec-
tor backgrounds are form idable. The low em ittance,
crabbed waist design ofSuperB provides an elegant
solution to the problem ;SuperB can reach unprece-
dented lum inosity with beam currentsand powercon-
sum ption com parable to those at PEP-II.A test of
the crabbed waistconceptisunderway atFrascati;it
isproceedingverywell,producingim pressiveincreases
in thespeciclum inosity atDANE.M orerem ainsto
be done,butthe resultsarevery encouraging.
Itisim portantthatresultswith sensitivity to New
Physics be obtained in a tim ely way,engendering a
\conversation" with the LHC experim ents. SuperB
can condently be expected to produce a very large
data sam ple before the end ofthe next decade. The
m oregradualSuperK EK B approach to achieving high
peaklum inositycannotproducecom parabledatasam -
plesuntilcloseto theend ofthe following decade [2].
 physics willlikely assum e great im portance as a
probeofphysicsbeyond theStandard M odel.SuperB
includesin the baseline design an 85% longitudinally
polarized electron beam and spin rotatorsto facilitate
the production ofpolarized  pairs.Thispolarization
isthekeytothestudyofthestructureoflepton-avor-
violatingcouplingsin  decay,aswellasthesearch for
a  EDM ,orforCP violation in  decay.SuperK EK B
doesnotincorporatea polarized beam .
The recentobservation oflargeD 0D 0 m ixing raises
the exciting possibility of nding CP violation in
charm decay, which would alm ost certainly indicate
physicsbeyond the Standard M odel. SuperB can at-
tack this problem in a com prehensive m anner,with
high lum inosity data sam ple in the (4S)region and
at the  (3770) resonance,as the collider is designed
to run atlowercenter-of-m assenergies,atreduced lu-
m inosity.W ith very shortduration low energy runs,a
data sam ple an orderofm agnitude greaterthan that
ofthe nalBES-III sam ple can readily be obtained.
SuperK EK B cannotrun atlow energies.
The following is a briefresum e ofthe capabilities
ofSuperB . In som e instances,com parisonsare m ade
between physicsresultsthatcan beobtained with the
veyear,75 ab
 1
SuperB sam pleand a10 ab
 1
sam -
ple such ascould perhapsbe obtained in the rstve
yearsofrunningofSuperK EK B.M oredetailed discus-
sionswillbe found in the ensuing sections.
B P hysics
B physics rem ains a prim ary objective ofSuperB .
W ith BABAR and Belle having clearly established the
ability ofthe CK M phaseto accountforCP -violating
asym m etries in tree-levelb ! ccs decays,the focus
shifts to the study of very rare processes. W ith a
SUSY m ass scale below 1 TeV,New Physics eects
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5in CP -violating asym m etries, in branching fractions
and kinem aticdistributionsofpenguin-dom inated de-
caysand in leptonic decayscan indeed be seen in the
ve-yearSuperB data sam ple.
TABLE I:Com parison ofcurrentexperim entalsensitivities
with a 10 ab
 1
sam ple and the ve yearSuperB 75 ab
 1
sam ple. O nly a sm allselection ofobservables are shown.
Q uoted sensitivitiesare relative uncertaintiesifgiven asa
percentage,and absolute uncertaintiesotherwise.An \X"
m eansthatthequantity isnotm easured atthisintegrated
lum inosity.Form ore details,see textand Refs.[1,3,4].
M ode Sensitivity
Current 10 ab 1 75 ab 1
B(B ! X s) 7% 5% 3%
A CP (B ! X s) 0.037 0.01 0.004{0.005
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) 0.24 0.08 0.02{0.03
Table Ishowsa quantitativecom parison ofthe two
sam ples for som e of the im portant observables that
willbem easured atSuperB ,includingalltheso-called
\golden processes" ofTable II(see the following sec-
tion).W elistbelow som eadditionalcom m entson the
entriesofTable I
 The m easurem ents of B(B ! Xs) and
B(B + ! ‘+ ) are particularly im portant in
m inim alavor violation scenarios. It is crucial
tobeabletosearch forsm alldeviationsfrom the
Standard M odelvalue. Therefore the im prove-
m entissensitivity provided by SuperB ishighly
signicant(see Figure5).





theforward-backward asym m etry in b! s‘+ ‘  .
Resultswith 10 ab
 1
would notm atch the pre-
cision from the exclusive m ode B ! K +   ,
which willbe m easured by LHCb.Furtherm ore,
these exclusive channel m easurem ents will be
lim ited by hadronic uncertainties. SuperB can
provide a m uch m ore precise and theoretically
clean m easurem entusing inclusivem odes.
 Several interesting rare decay m odes, such as
B ! K ,cannotbeobservedwith thestatistics
of10 ab
 1
,unlessdram aticand unexpected New
Physicsenhancem entsare present. Prelim inary
studies are underway on severalother channels
in thiscategory,such asB !  and B ! invis-
ible decays which are sensitive to New Physics
m odelswith extra-dim ensions.
 Anotherarea forcom parison isthe phenom eno-
logicalanalysis within the M SSM with generic
m ass insertion discussed in the SuperB CDR.
Fig. 1 shows how wellthe (13)L L can be re-
constructed at SuperB and with 10 ab
 1
. Im -
provem entsin lattice Q CD perform ance,asdis-
cussed in theAppendix oftheCDR,areassum ed
in both cases.Therem arkabledierence in sen-
sitivity stem s m ainly from the dierent perfor-
m ancein m easuring theCK M param eters and
.
FIG .1:D eterm ination oftheSUSY m ass-insertion param -
eter(13)L L with a 10 ab
 1
sam ple(top)and with SuperB
(bottom ).
C harm P hysics
TheinuenceofNew Physicson thecharm sectoris
often overlooked.Constraintson avor-changing neu-
tralcurrentsfrom new physicsin the up quark sector
arem uch weakerthan in thedown quark sector.Thus
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6high sensitivity studiesofrarecharm decaysoerthe
possibility of isolating New Physics eects in D 0D 0
m ixing,in CP violation and in rare decay branching
fractions.
The recentobservation ofsubstantialD 0D 0 m ixing
raises the very exciting possibility of m easuring CP
violation in charm decays. M any ofthe m ost sensi-
tivem easurem entsrem ain statisticslim ited even with
SuperB sizedatasam ples,providingasubstantialm o-
tivation forgathering 75 ab
 1
.
In severalspeciccases,CP violation in m ixing can
be studied m ore precisely by taking advantage ofthe
clean environm ent provided by exclusive D 0D 0 pro-
duction atthe  (3770)resonance. W e have therefore
included in the SuperB design the unique capability
ofrunning at this center-ofm ass-energy. Long data-
taking runsarenotrequired;a run oftwo m onthsdu-
ration at the  (3770) would yield a data sam ple an
orderofm agnitudelargerthan thetotalBES-IIIsam -
ple atthatenergy.
Tau P hysics
It is notunlikely that the m ostexciting results on
New Physics in the avor sector at SuperB willbe
found in  decays.W ith 75 ab 1 SuperB can covera
signicantportion oftheparam eterspaceofm ostNew
Physicsscenariospredictionsforlepton avorviolation
(LFV)in tau decays.
Thesensitivity in radiativeprocessessuch asB( !
)(2 10 9 )and in B( ! )decays(2 10 10 )
gives SuperB a real chance to observe these LFV
decays. These m easurem ents are com plem entary to
searchesfor  ! e decay. In fact,the ratio B( !
)=B( ! e)is an im portantdiagnostic ofSUSY-
breaking scenarios. IfLFV decays such us  ! 
and  !  are found,the polarized electron beam
ofSuperB provides us with a m eans ofdeterm ining
thehelicity structureoftheLFV coupling,a m ostex-
citing prospect. The polarized beam also provides a
noveladditionalhandle on backgroundsto these rare
processes.
The longitudinally polarized high energy ring elec-
tron beam ,which isauniquefeatureofSuperB ,isalso
thekeytosearchingforCP violation in tau production
ordecay.An asym m etry in production would signala
 EDM ,with a sensitivity of 10 19 ecm ,while an
unexpected CP -violating asym m etry in decay would
be a clearsignatureofNew Physics.
Thepolarizedbeam and theabilitytoprocureadata
sam ple ofsucientsize to nd lepton avor-violating
events,asopposed to setting lim itson LFV processes
areunique to SuperB .
Spectroscopy
O neofthem ostsurprisingresultsofthepastdecade
has been the plethora of new states with no ready




These studies, which prom ise to greatly enhance
our understanding ofthe non-perturbative regim e of
Q CD,are at an early stage. M any new states have
been found. These m ay be com binations involving
lightquarksorcharm ed quarks,but only in the case
ofthe X (3872)have there been observationsofm ore
than a single decay channel. It is crucialto increase
theavailablestatisticsby oftheorderofonehundred-
fold in orderto facilitatesearchesforadditionaldecay
m odes. In the case ofthe X (3872) state,for exam -
ple,itisparticularly criticalto observeboth decaysto
charm onium and to D orD +s pairs,the latterhaving
very sm allbranching fractions.Itisalso im portantto
provide enhanced sensitivity to search for additional
states,such asthe neutralpartnersofthe Z(4430).
Bottom onium studies are quite challenging, since
the expected but not yet observed states are often
broad and have m any decay channels,thus requiring
a largedata sam ple.Leptonicdecaysofbottom onium
statesalso provide,through lepton universality tests,
a unique window on New Physics.
Data sam ples adequate for these studies,which in
som e cases require dedicated runs ofrelatively short
duration,in both the 4 and 10 G eV regions,are ob-
tainableonly atSuperB .
[1]M .Bona etal.,arXiv:0709.0451 [hep-ex].
[2]Y.O hnishi,SuperK EK B M eeting,Atam i,Izu,Japan,
January 24-26,2008.See also K .K inoshita,BEACH
2008,Colum bia,SC,June 23-28,2008.
[3]T. Browder, M . Ciuchini, T. G ershon, M . Hazum i,
T. Hurth, Y. O kada and A. Stocchi, JHEP 0802
(2008)110 [arXiv:0710.3799 [hep-ph]].
[4]T.E.Browder, T.G ershon, D .Pirjol, A.Soniand
J.Zupan,arXiv:0802.3201 [hep-ph].
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7B Physics
The physics case for SuperB has been discussed
in som e detail in the SuperB Conceptual Design
Report (henceforth CDR) [1]. In the CDR,and in
the following,we consider the discovery potentialof
SuperB in two scenarios: whether or not the LHC
ndsevidenceforNew Physics.
LHC discovers new particles
IftheLHC ndsphysicsbeyond the Standard M odel,
the essential,and unique,role ofSuperB willbe to
determ ine the avor structure of the New Physics.
In that sense, m easurem ents from SuperB that are
consistent with the Standard M odelare as valuable
as those that show signicant deviations { in either
case these m easurem ents provide inform ation about
the New Physicsavorstructure thatcannotbe pro-
vided by otherexperim ents.In thiscontext,them ea-
surem entoftheoretically clean raredecays,even when
found to be Standard M odel-like,willyield valuable
insightsintothestructureofNew Physicsm odels,pro-
viding inform ation com plem entary to LHC results.
Itis,ofcourse,generally regarded asm orevaluable
to nd deviations from Standard M odelpredictions
than to nd a result that agrees with the Standard
M odel. In fact,m any New Physics avor structures
do produce m easurable eects. As shown in the
discussion on benchm ark pointsbelow,there are also
scenarios in which avor eects can be very sm all,
and perhaps barely visible,even with SuperB . The
great precision reached at SuperB can still provide
positive inform ation on the underlying theory, even
in a Standard M odel-like avor scenario. Indeed,
we em phasize that m easurem ent ofthe New Physics
avor couplings are the prim ary discovery goal of
SuperB ; results from both LHC and SuperB are
required to reconstructthe New PhysicsLagrangian.
There isno New Physics discovery atLHC
IfevidenceforNew Physicsdoesnotreadily appearat
LHC,thegoalofSuperB would then beto em phasize
m easurem ent precision to search for deviations in
avor observables. In this scenario, nding such
sm alleects could provide the rst evidence ofNew
Physics! The absence of knowledge about the New
Physicsscale from LHC would m ake itim possible to
reconstruct the New Physics Lagrangian,but a New
Physics discovery at SuperB would provide a solid
indication thatthe New Physicsscale isonly slightly
abovethe reach ofLHC.
Thechapterisorganized asfollows.W erstpresent
a description of work done since the writing of the
CDR [1],concentrating on som e particularly interest-
ing channels that were only partially covered or not
covered at all. W e then update the phenom enologi-
calstudiespresented in the CDR,including a classi-
cation ofgolden m odes,perform ance at LHC bench-
m ark points,theim pactofSuperB on explicitm odels
ofSUSY breaking,and a briefdiscussion on theinter-
play ofavorand high pT physics.W econcentrateon
B physicsatthe (4S),since wehavelittle to add to
previousstudiesofthe potentialforB s physicsatthe
(5S)[2].
1. Studies ofselected B decay
channels
In thissection wepresentnew studieson a selected
setofB m eson decay channels,updating thedeterm i-
nation ofthe following processes:
The CKM m atrix elem entjVubj. This m easurem ent,
crucialto them odel-independentdeterm ination ofthe
CK M m atrix,can only be done atan e+ e  m achine.
W e update the calculation of the SuperB reach, as
suggested by the InternationalReview Com m ittee.
The rare branching fractions B(B ! X s),
B(B ! X s‘
+ ‘  ). These channels were not thor-
oughly studied in the CDR,as they are lim ited by
experim entaland theoreticalsystem aticuncertainties.
In the CDR we concentrated on other observables,
such as the photon polarization and CP and isospin
asym m etries. However B(B ! X s),at present one
of the m ost powerful New Physics probes, rem ains
a powerful constraint, even in the M inim al Flavor
Violation case. W e have therefore reassessed the
experim ental and theoretical sensitivities for these
m odes at SuperB . W e have also done a prelim inary
sensitivity study forB ! K ()+   .
Thebranchingfraction B(B ! X s).A new detailed
study has been perform ed on this m ode, evaluating
the possibility of m easuring the branching fraction
with the fullSuperB data sam ple. This inform ation
com plem ents the m easurem ents of B ! X s and
B ! X s‘
+ ‘  in accessing New Physics that can
contribute to B = 1 box,photon penguin,and Z 0
penguin diagram s.
Leptonic decay m odes. The precise m easurem ent of
B(B ! ‘)isparticularly interesting in New Physics
scenarioswith a charged Higgsathigh tan. Follow-
ing the suggestion of the IRC, we discuss possible
im provem ents in signal eciency and system atic
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8uncertainties at SuperB . W e also present a new
study ofradiative leptonic decays and som e discuss
considerationsrelevantto LFV m odes.
P recise determ ination ofthe C K M elem ent jVu bj
The precisem easurem entofjVubjisa crucialingre-
dientin the determ ination ofthe CK M param eters 
and  in the presence ofNew Physics. At the tim e
SuperB com m encesoperation,LHCb willhavealready
provided precise m easurem entsofsin2 and . This
willallow foran im proved determ ination ofCK M pa-
ram eterswithin theStandard M odel.However,in the
presenceofgenericNew Physicscontributions,thisin-
form ation alone is not sucient to obtain the sam e
precision. As precise inform ation on CK M param e-
tersisessentialforany New Physicsavoranalysisin
the K and B sectors,an im proved determ ination of
jVubjturnsoutto be quite im portantin New Physics
searches.
Theprecisestudy ofboth inclusiveand exclusiveB
sem ileptonic branching fractions is a unique feature
ofSuperB .
Inclusive decays
The current 5{10% theoreticalerror on the inclusive
determ ination ofjVubjisduem ainly touncertaintiesin
thebquark m ass,in weak annihilation (W A)contribu-
tions,in m issinghigherorderperturbativecorrections,
and in the m odeling ofthe shape functions.
At the tim e SuperB takes data, new calculations
should decreasetheperturbativeerror,and latticecal-
culations,togetherwith im proved analysesofe+ e  !
hadronsand m easurem entsofthem om entsofsem ilep-
tonic and radiative B decay spectra should provide
better determ inations ofm b; a precision of20 M eV
on m b is possible. W eak annihilation contributions
are relevant only at high q2, and can be eciently
constrained by studying the q2 spectrum . The shape
functionscan also be better-constrained by studiesof
the B ! X u‘ spectra,buttheirim portance willde-
creaseasthem easurem entsbecom eincreasingly m ore
inclusive. A pioneering analysis in this area has re-
cently been published by BABAR [3]. In this analysis
the M X cut is raised to values for which the shape
function sensitivity becom esnegligible.Such m easure-
m entsarenotcom petitive now,butthe situation will
be quite dierentatSuperB .
As a result,we expect the theoreticaluncertainty
on the inclusive determ ination ofjVubjto eventually
bedom inated by theuncertainty in thebquark m ass.
In this respect,it should be stressed that in current
analyses,jVubjdepends quite strongly on the precise
value ofm b. Typically,for a cut ofM X < 1:7 G eV,
the relative error on Vub scales as 4(mb)=m b. Cur-
rently,with mb = 40 M eV,the errorinduced on Vub
is about 3:5% . Ifthe error on m b were halved,jVubj
extracted in thisway would have a param etricuncer-
taintybelow 2% .However,thepresenceoftheM X cut
increases the sensitivity to m b,because the distribu-
tion functionsalso strongly depend on m b.Increasing
the M X cut (as m entioned above)reduces the sensi-
tivity to m b. Indeed,the totalrate isproportionalto
m 5
b
,and for a totally inclusive m easurem ent one has
Vub=Vub ’ 2:5(mb)=m b.Therefore,ifonecould m ea-
surethetotalB ! X u‘ rate,theuncertainty induced
by mb = 20 M eV on jVubjwould be only 1% .
A prom ising way to dealwith the large B ! X c‘
backgroundswith no cuton the inclusive B ! X u‘
decaysphase space isto reconstructthe sem ileptonic
decays in the recoilagainst the other B fully recon-
structed in a hadronicnalstatein e+ e  ! (4S)!
B B events (the so-called \hadronic tag technique").
This technique provides fullknowledge ofthe event,
including the avor ofthe B ,and allows the precise
reconstruction of the neutrino four-m om entum , sig-
nicantly im proving background rejection against,for
exam ple.eventswith severalneutrinosorwith oneor
m oreK L m esons.Atpresent,thesem easurem entsare
lim ited by low signaleciency,and have large statis-
ticaluncertainty. At SuperB however,the statisti-
caluncertainty willbe less than  1% . The leading
system atic errors willalso be reduced: those due to
detector eects could reach 2% using the large data
controlsam ples available. The currentanalyseshave
uncertaintiesduetoB ! X c‘ background(branching
fractionsand form factors)aslow as4% {itispossible
toreducethisby afactoroftwo.Indeed,higherstatis-
ticsand im provem entsin thedetectorand analysiswill
yield betterm easurem entsofthese quantities. M ore-
over,theenhanced herm eticity and superiorvertexing
capability oftheSuperB detectorwillfurtherim prove
background rejection through m ore precise neutrino
reconstruction and the detection ofthe displaced D
m eson vertex. A totalexperim entaluncertainty on
jVubjofapproxim ately2{3% can thusbeachieved with
thism ethod.
Com bined with the theoretical uncertainty dis-
cussed above, an overall precision of 3% on the
determ ination of jVubj using inclusive B ! X u‘
decaysatSuperB willbe possible.
Exclusive decays
The m easurem ent of jVubj using exclusive decays is
presently lim ited by theoreticaluncertainties on the
form factors(about12% ).Latticecalculationsareex-
pected to im prove signicantly in the nextve years,
m ainly due to an increase of available com puting
power. Results from these calculations willdecrease
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9the uncertainty to approxim ately 2{3% in the case of
them ostprom ising decay B ! ‘ (seetheAppendix
ofthe CDR [1]).
Using thehadronictag approach (asin Refs.[4,5]),
the statisticaluncertainty on jVubjwillbe below 1% .
Thism easurem entbeing alm ostbackground-free,the
system aticuncertaintiesaredom inated by detectoref-
fects,and should be ofthe order of2% . A totalex-
perim entaluncertainty of2{3% on jVubjcan thus be
achieved,leading to an overallprecision as good as
3{4% .
Theseguresbasically conrm thesensitivitiespre-
sented in the CDR forthe m easurem entofjVubj.
R are radiative decays
The branching fraction B(B ! X s)
The inclusive branching fraction B(B ! X s) has
been m easured at the B factories [6{8,10? ]; the
currentexperim entalworld averageis[11]:
B(B ! X s)jE  > 1:6 G eV = (3:55 0:26) 10
 4
:
The 7% erroron the branching fraction is a m ixture
ofstatistical,system aticand theoreticalcontributions,
where the latter com es prim arily from extrapolating
the partialbranching fraction,typically m easured for
photon energiesabove 1:9 G eV,down to the value of
1:6 G eV used forthe theoreticalprediction.
Severaldierentexperim entalapproacheshavebeen
pursued to m akea m easurem entofthe inclusiveB !
X s branching fraction.Theapproach thatyieldsthe
m ost precise m easurem ent depends on the available
statistics. Untagged inclusive analyses,in which only
the high-m om entum photon is reconstructed, have
been carried out at B factories, but are lim ited by
system atic errorsthatwillm ake them uncom petitive
in the SuperB era. Sim ilarly,the sem i-inclusive ap-
proach,which attem ptsto reconstructasm any exclu-
sive m odes as possible,and then appliesa correction
due to the m issing rate,isalready lim ited by the X s
fragm entation properties,i.e., by uncertainty in the
estim ateofthefraction ofthetotalratethatisnotre-
constructed. Thissystem atic uncertainty am ountsto
about15% on the branching ratio [? ].M oredetailed
studiesareneeded to evaluatehow m uch thissystem -
atic could be reduced with the statistics available at
SuperB .
The m ost prom ising approaches for SuperB are
those that m ake use ofrecoilanalysis,in which the
\other B " in the B B event is tagged in either a
sem ileptonic or hadronic decay. This allows back-
grounds to be reduced to acceptable levels without
puttingconstraintson theX s system .Them ostrecent
sem ileptonic tag analysis[10]currently hascom para-
blestatisticaland system aticuncertainties(about8%
each),but a sizable portion ofthe system atic uncer-
tainty isactually statisticalin nature,sinceitdepends
on the size ofcontrolsam plesderived from the data.
The current system atic uncertainty of the hadronic
tagged analysis [12]is larger,but it seem s probable
thatrenem entsto this relatively new technique will
be ablesignicantly to reducethe system aticerror.
W ith the data sam ple of SuperB , all approaches
will be system atics-lim ited. W e estim ate that the
hadronic and sem ileptonic tagged analyses will be
able to reduce system atic uncertainties to about
4{5% .Since the system aticsare m ostly uncorrelated,
the com bined branching fraction can be expected to
havea system aticerrorofaround 3% .
TheStandard M odelprediction ofB(B ! X s)for
E  > 1:6 G eV is
B(B ! X s)jE  > 1:6 G eV =
(
(3:15 0:23) 10 4 [13]
(2:98 0:26) 10 4 [14]:
Thetwo predictionsdierin theiruseofresum m ation
oflog-enhanced term swhich areincluded in theresult
of[14]. There is no consensus on the consistency of
the resum m ed result [15]. W e therefore quote both
predictions pending clarication. For both results,
the overall uncertainty consists of non-perturbative
(5% ), param etric (3% ), higher-order (3% ) and m c-
interpolation (3% ),which havebeen added in quadra-
ture.
ThereareotherperturbativeNNLL correctionsthat
are not yet included in the present NNLL estim ate,
butareexpected to besm allerthan thecurrentuncer-
tainty,producing a shiftofthe centralvalue ofabout
1.6% .
W hiletheuncertaintiesduetotheinputparam eters
and due to the m c interpolation could be further
reduced, the perturbative error of 3% will rem ain
untila new m ajor eort to com pute the NNNLO is
carried out. However,the theoreticalprediction has
now reached the non-perturbative boundaries. The
largest uncertainty is presently due to nonperturba-
tive correctionsthatscale with sQ C D =m b. A local
expansion is not possible for these contributions; it
is not clear if the corresponding uncertainty of 5%
(based on a sim ple dim ensional estim ate) can be
reduced.Recently,a specic piece ofthese additional
nonperturbative corrections has been estim ated [16],
and found to be consistent with the dim ensionales-
tim ate.Itisalsoincluded in theprediction ofRef.[14].
Twoexplicitexam plesshould dem onstratethestrin-
gent constraints that can, with these uncertainties,
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be derived from the m easurem ent ofthe B ! X s
branching fractions.
Fig.2 shows the dependence of B(B ! X s) on
the charged Higgsm assin the 2-Higgs-doubletm odel
(2HDM -II) [13]. The bound on M H + = 295 G eV at









FIG .2: B(B ! X s) 10
 4
asa function ofthe charged
Higgsboson m assM
H +
(G eV)in the2HD M IIfortan =
2 (solid lines).D ashed and dotted linesshow theStandard
M odeland experim entalresults,respectively.
95% CL,shown in Fig.2,is currently the strongest
availablelowerlim iton the charged Higgsm ass.
Sim ilarly,thebound on theinversecom pactication
radiusofthem inim aluniversalextradim ension m odel
(m ACD)derived from B(B ! X s)[17]is1=R > 600
G eV at95% condence level,asshown in Fig.3.


































FIG .3:Branching fraction forE 0 = 1:6G eV asa function
of1=R . The red (dark gray)band corresponds to the LO
m UED result. The 68% CL range and centralvalue of
the experim ental/Standard M odel result is indicated by
theyellow/green (light/m edium gray)band underlying the
straightsolid line.
B ! X s‘
+
‘
  decay m odes
The decay B ! X s‘
+ ‘  is particularly im portant
to the SuperB physics program m e,due to the sensi-
tivity toNew Physicseectson kinem aticobservables,
such asthe dilepton invariantm assspectrum and the
forward{backward asym m etry A FB .
In the B ! X s‘
+ ‘  system , one has to rem ove
contributionsfrom ccresonancesthatappearaslarge
peaksin thedilepton invariantm assspectrum ,by ap-
propriate kinem atic cuts. Itisconventionalto dene
\perturbative windows" with s = q2=m 2
b
away from
charm onium resonances,nam elythelow dilepton-m ass
region 1 G eV < q2 < 6 G eV and the high dilepton-
m ass region with q2 > 14:4 G eV. In these windows
theoreticalpredictionsfortheinvariantm assspectrum
are dom inated by the perturbative contributions; a
theoreticalprecision oforder10% is,in principle,pos-
sible.
In the following,we collect the m ost accurate pre-
dictionsforobservablesin B ! X s
+   decay. For-
m ulaefortheelectron caseshould bem odied to take
into accountthe experim entalresolution forcollinear
photons.
The value of the dilepton invariant m ass q20, for
which thedierentialasym m etry A FB vanishes,isone
ofthe m ostprecise predictionsin avorphysics,with
a theoreticaluncertainty oforder5% [18]:
(q20) =
h
3:50 0:10scale  0:002m t  0:04m c;C




= (3:50 0:12)G eV
2
: (1)
This accuracy cannot be reached with the analogous
exclusive observable in B ! K ‘+ ‘  ,due to the un-
known Q C D =m b corrections.
The latest update ofthe dilepton m ass spectrum ,
integrated overthe low and the high dilepton invari-






1:59 0:08scale  0:06m t  0:024C ;m c
 0:015m b  0:02 s(M Z ) 0:015C K M  0:026B R sl
i
 10 6
































 0:002C K M
 0:02B R sl  0:052  0:191  0:14fs  0:02fu

= 2:40 10 7 (1
+ 0:29
 0:26 ): (3)
In the high s region,the uncertainties are larger,
dueto thebreakdown oftheheavy-m assexpansion at
theendpoint.Howevertheuncertaintiescan besignif-
icantly reduced by considering quantities norm alized
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due O (1=m b) power corrections which correspond to
the param eters 2,1,f
0
u + fs and f
0




 = 2:29 10
 3

1 0:04scale  0:02m t
 0:01C ;m c  0:006m b  0:005 s  0:09C K M
 0:0032  0:051  0:03f0u + fs  0:05f0u  f s

= 2:29 10 3 (1 0:13): (5)
The largest rem aining source of error is now jVubj,
which willbe further reduced with the precise CK M
determ ination at SuperB . As in the B ! X s
case, additional uncertainties, such as the still un-
known non-perturbative corrections that scale with
sQ C D =m b,areabout5% .The cutsin the hadronic
invariantm assspectrum lead to additionaluncertain-
ties oforder 5% ,which correspond to the eects of
subleading shapefunctions[21? ].
Published analyses for B ! X sl
+ l  [23,24]have
used asem i-inclusiveapproach (X s = 1K + n;n  3).
This technique is aected by large system atics aris-
ing from uncertaintieson theratioused to extrapolate
from the sem i-inclusive to the inclusive branching ra-
tio.Thistypeofanalysisisexpected tobesystem atics
dom inated,with statisticsaround 1 ab
 1
.
W ith larger statistics, a fully inclusive analysis
using sem ileptonic or hadronic tags is likely to be
m oresensitive.Feasibility studiesforsuch an analysis
show that about 40 signal events per ab
 1
can be
expected with a signal-to-background ratio of 1:5.
At SuperB , a few percent statistical error on the
inclusive branching ratio can be achieved,wellbelow
the present theoretical error (see Eqs. 2 and 3).
No detailed studies are available for the system atic





 decay m odes
The branching ratio ofB ! X s
+   issm allerby
a factor ofabout 20,with respect to B ! X s‘
+ ‘ 
(‘= e;),in the low q2 region,butisexpected to be
about 2{3 10 7 ,com parable to B ! X s‘
+ ‘  (see
Eq.3),in the high q2 region.
An inclusive experim entaldeterm ination is essen-
tially im possible, but an analysis of the exclusive
decaysB ! K () m ightbe possible. These decays
arepredicted to m akeup 50{60% ofthetotalinclusive
rate [25]. Prelim inary sim ulation studies using the
hadronic tag technique indicate that the Standard
M odel branching fractions could be m easurable
with the fullSuperB integrated lum inosity. O ther
interesting m easurem ents such as the polarization
asym m etry [26]areunderstudy.
B ! K
()
 decay m odes
Theraredecay B ! K () isan interesting probe
forNew Physicsin Z 0 penguins[27],such aschargino-
up-squark contributions in a generic supersym m etric
theory.M oreover,since only the b! s + m issing en-
ergy process can be detected,the m easured rate can
beaected by exoticsourcesofm issingenergy,such as
lightdark m atter[28]or\unparticlephysics" [29,30].
Notice also that New Physics eects can m odify the
kinem aticsofthe decay,which im pliesthatany selec-
tion applied on kinem aticalvariableshasan im pacton
thetheoreticalinterpretation ofthem easured branch-
ing ratio. The best upper lim it am ong the exclusive
decay channels is B(B + ! K + )< 14 10 6 [31],
stillfarabovethe Standard M odelbranching fraction
of4 10 6 [27].
Duetotheundetected neutrinos,itisnotpossibleto
rejectbackground by m eans ofthe usualkinem atical
constraints, so the search for these decays m ust be
perform ed using a recoilanalysis.
In the B + ! K +  analysis,only one track is re-
quired on the signalside. A selection on the kaon
m om entum isusually applied.A nalselection isap-
plied on theextra energy E extra,dened asthesum of
theenergiesoftheneutralelectrom agneticcalorim eter
clusters that are not associated with the B tag or the
signalside.Currentanalysesem ploy a counting tech-
nique,butam axim um likelihood (M L)ttotheE extra
distribution can be used to im prove perform ance. To
be conservative,we assum e the currentanalysistech-
nique. From toy M C sim ulations,com bining the re-
sults from the sem ileptonic and the hadronic recoil,
theobservation ofthedecay isexpected with between
10 and 20 ab
 1




m ent in the precision as a function oflum inosity is
shown in Fig.4.
In the B 0 ! K 0 analysis, the K0 is recon-
structed in the K 0 ! K +   channel,with no cut
on the kinem aticalvariables. A m axim um likelihood
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FIG .4: Expected precision of the m easurem ents of the











! K S 
+
)evaluated as a function of
the integrated lum inosity,assum ing eciencies and back-
groundsasin the currentBABAR analyses. The bandsin-
dicate the range ofthe Standard M odelpredictions.
t is used to extractthe signalyield from the E extra
distribution.O bservation ofthisdecay isexpected be-
tween 10 and 20 ab
 1
with an expected errorof20% ,
in the m ostconservativescenario,at50 ab
 1
.
Thesam eapproach isadopted in theB  ! K  
analysis,whereK  ! K 0S
 orK  ! K  0.The
observation is expected around 40 ab
 1
with an ex-




An irreducible background contribution from B !
 decays is expected in the B ! K()  analy-
ses. However, the eect of this background can be
controlled with im provem ents in the analyses (such
as using a m axim um likelihood t). M oreover,the
perform ance ofthe recoiltechnique willbe im proved
by the im proved herm eticity ofthe SuperB detector,
m aking the cuts usually applied on the track m ulti-
plicity ofthe signalside m ore eective. Prelim inary
studieshaveshown thata 30% reduction in theback-
ground contam ination with the baseline SuperB de-
sign is possible. Forbackground dom inated channels
such as B ! K () ,a reduction in background of
30% can be shown to be roughly equivalentto an in-
crease in statistics of1=0:7,i.e. about 40% . There-
fore,such an im provem enthas a signicanteect on
the sensitivity.
Ifthebackground can bereduced suciently,itwill
bepossibletodohigherm ultiplicitystudiesofb! s
decayssuch asB + ! K
+
1  ; K
+
1 ! K
+ +   .This
inform ation could be used to m ake a sem i-inclusive
m easurem entofB(b! s). Furtherbackground re-
jection can com e from an im proved vertex detector,
that allows to apply vertexing requirem ents (poorly
used now) and secondary vertex inform ation. The
sem i-inclusive approxim ation m ay provide the best
possible analysis ofB ! X s decay. O wing to the
com pleteabsenceofany powerfulconstraintto beap-
plied on thesignalside,thefully inclusiveanalysisap-
pearsto be dicultin the face oflarge backgrounds.
If a fully inclusive analysis could be perform ed at
SuperB ,itm ay be possible to m akea testofthe the-
oretically clean Standard M odelprediction [32]
B(B ! X d)














Studiesofcorresponding ratiosusing exclusivem odes
are lesstheoretically clean,howeverthe prospectsfor
m easuring B !  atSuperB look good [1].
Leptonic B decays
Thebranching fraction ofB ! ‘
The decays B  ! ‘  can be used to constrain
theStandard M odelm echanism ofquark m ixing.New
Physicscontributionscan enhancethebranching frac-
tions of B  ! ‘ , as described in the SuperB
CDR [1]. Precision m easurem ents of the branching
fraction ofB  ! ‘  where‘= e;; can beused to
constrain New Physics.
Recent m easurem ents have provided evidence for
B !  [33{35]These m easurem ents rely on recoil
analysesin which fully (partially)reconstructed B m e-
son decays to hadronic (sem ileptonic) nalstates of
the non-signalB in the event(B tag)are used to help
reducebackground forthepartially reconstructed sig-
nal.Thisapproach isrequired forthe B !  analy-
sis,in which there are atleasttwo m issing neutrinos
in the nalstate. For B !  and B ! e [36{38],
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on the otherhand,the high m om entum lepton alone
provides a characteristic signature. Nevertheless,re-
coilanalysesappearpreferablealso forthesechannels,
due to the additionalkinem atic constraints and the
reduction in background.
A num ber ofpossible im provem ents to the B  !
‘  analysesarebeing explored.Theseinclude
1.Allexisting BABAR m easurem entsrely on recon-
structingB tag m odeswith a D orD
 in thenal
state.Howeveritisalso possibleto increasethe
signaleciency by including charm onium decay
m odeswith a J= in the B tag nalstate.
2.The B tag categories allhave dierent purities.
It is a naturalextension ofthe existing analy-
sesto investigate the gain in precision thatone
can obtain by subdividing the data according
to the B tag purity in a m ulti-dim ensionalm axi-
m um likelihood t,and ifnecessary,excludeany
B tag category in which system atic uncertainties
are not under control. (Sim ilar strategies have
been successfully em ployed in tim e-dependent
CP asym m etry m easurem ents at the B facto-
ries.)
3.In thecaseofB  !  ,Bsig hascontributions
from severalreconstructed  decay channelsthat
have dierent purities;so one should subdivide
the data according to B tag and B sig purity.
4.Existing analysesrely heavily on a variablecon-
structed from thesum ofelectrom agneticenergy
unassociated witherwith theB sig orB tag to iso-
late signal(E extra). In orderto do thisreliably,
onehasto understand,and accurately sim ulate,
noise in the calorim eter as wellas the geom et-
ric acceptance of the detector to backgrounds
in which nalstate particles escape down the
beam pipe, or into uninstrum ented regions of
the detector. Not only does this rely on accu-
rateaccounting ofm aterialin the innerpartsof
the detector,but also in the calorim eter itself,
and a nely-tuned understanding oftheproduc-
tion m echanism s for alltypes ofB and non-B
backgrounds.Itisnotclearifthe continualuse
of such a variable would facilitate a precision
m easurem entofB  ! ‘  branching fractions.
It would be possible to im prove controlofsys-
tem aticuncertaintiesby lim iting the analysisto
high purity B tag sam ples and/or to B sig chan-
nels only. During the detector R& D stage,one
should alsoconsidertheeectsofnon-activem a-
terialin thecalorim eter,and m aterialin frontof
the calorim eter,asitiscriticalthatthis iscor-
rectly accounted for in G EANT sim ulations of
SuperB .
5.Thecurrentanalysesthatextracttheyield from
a t of the E extra distribution determ ine the
shape of the signalPDF using a controlsam -
ple ofsem ileptonic B ! D ()‘ decays on the
recoilofB tag. W ith SuperB statistics it would
be possible to use hadronic B decays for the
control sam ple, which could lead to a reduc-
tion ofsystem atic uncertainty. This approach
hasbeen used asa system aticcross-check in one
search for B  !   [38],and has also been
em ployed by CLEO in the m easurem entoffD s
using D +s ! 
+  [39].
6.Therearealternativesto theE extra variablethat
do notrely so critically on ourunderstanding of
the detectorm aterial,acceptance,response and
detailsofthebackground kinem atics.Exam ples
ofsuch variablesincludethehighestenergy clus-
terunassociated with B sig orB tag.
7.Im provem entsin thedetectorherm eticitywould,
aswellasincreasing thesignaleciency,lead to
sm allerbackgroundsdue to particlesthattravel
down thebeam pipe.Sim ilarly,im provem entsin
theeciencywith which K L m esonsaredetected
would help to reducethe background.
The em phasisin these im provem entsison increas-
ing the signal eciency, and on better control of
system atic uncertainties associated with m easuring
B  ! ‘  branching fractions. It m ust be em pha-
sized that,while the Standard M odelexpectation for
the branching fraction ofB  !   is signicantly
lower than that of B  !  , the experim ental
signature, a high m om entum m uon with m issing
energy, is m uch cleaner than that of a  lepton.
Therefore, at very high lum inosities, B  !  
is expected to provide a m ore precise branching
fraction m easurem ent, as it willnot be system atics
lim ited.M easurem entsofB  !   and B !  
are central to the New Physics search capability
of SuperB . The phenom enologicalim pact of these
m easurem entsisdiscussed in Section 2.
Radiative leptonic decays
Radiative leptonic decays, nam ely B u ! ‘,
B d(s) ! ‘‘ and Bd(s) ! , do not contain any
hadrons except the B m eson. This sim ple observa-
tion drastically reducestheoreticaluncertaintiesorig-
inating from thestrong interaction,such asnalstate
interactions.SuperB m ay beableto observetheseex-
trem ely rare processes,due to its good eciency for
reconstruction ofthe radiativephoton.
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It has been shown that, in the Standard M odel,
the strong interaction factorizes at the large m b
lim it,m aking it possible to describe these three pro-
cessesin term sofan universalnon-perturbativeform -
factor [40]. Rough estim ates ofthe branching ratios
yield B(B u ! ‘)  O (10
 6 ), B(B d(s) ! ‘‘) 
O (10 10( 9) ) and B(B d(s) ! )  O (10
 8( 6) ). It
should be em phasized that the helicity suppression,
which dim inishes the branching ratio of the pure-
leptonicprocessescorrespondingto thersttwo chan-
nels,B u ! ‘ and Bd(s) ! ‘‘,does not occur here,
due to the additionalphoton. As a result,one can
takeadvantageofallthreenalstateswith ‘= e;;,
which havesim ilardecay rates.
A strategy to search for New Physics with these
channels would be to rst determ ine the form factor
through thetreelevelB + ! ‘ process[41]and then
useittoextractNew Physicseectsfrom theloop level
B d(s) ! ‘‘ and Bd(s) !  processes.In theform er,
the m ost recentexperim entalresults [42]are already
closeto theStandard M odelexpectation.SuperB can
m akea precisem easurem entofthisdecay;theoretical
uncertainties due to the restricted phase space used
in theanalysis(necessary to reducebackgroundsfrom
nalstateradiation photons)m ay then becom ea lim -
iting factor.Thecurrentexperim entalupperlim itson
B d ! ‘‘ areatthe10
 7 level[43];sincethesearenot
background-lim ited,SuperB can im provethelim itsto
close to the Standard M odellevel. O nce observed,
kinem atical distributions in these processes provide
additionalNew Physics sensitivity. New Physics ef-
fectson thebranchingratioand theforward-backward
asym m etry ofthe B d(s) ! ‘‘ processhave been in-
vestigated,e.g.in [44,45].Forexam ple,those eects
could com e from an anom alousbd(s)Z coupling,that
could be also seen the in B ! K ()‘‘and B d(s) ! ‘‘
processes.
O n theotherhand,thenew physicseecttoB d(s) !
 processcould com efrom twokindsofshort-distance
contributions: anom alous bs coupling and the bs
coupling. In particular, the later contribution has
notbeen explored yetand SuperB sensitivity willre-
vealthese couplings for the rst tim e. It should be
noted that this contribution can be also studied in
B ! K  [46]. Detailed investigationsofthe super-
sym m etric contributionsto B s !  and B ! Xs
havebeen perform ed[47].Asdiscussed in theCDR [1],




existing upper lim its on the B d !  decay [48,49],




At SuperB ,a golden channelis any channelthat
is very wellknown in the Standard M odel. This in-
cludes\nulltests" (observablesthatarezero,atleast
approxim ately,in theStandard M odel)butalso other
channelspredicted with sm allerrors.Thisplacesm ore
em phasison inclusivem odesthan on exclusivedecays.
W hilethereareprobably specicchannelsthatcan be
selected in charm and in  physics,in B physicsthere
areso m any golden channelsthatselecting oneortwo
risksm issing thepoint.In addition processesthatare
golden (i:e:display a m easurabledeviation from Stan-
dard M odel)forgiven New Physicsscenario could be
uninteresting in a dierentscenario.Therationalefor
building SuperB based on theNew Physics-sensitivity
ofany individualchannelcan certainly be challenged
{ the m otivation isthe largerangeofgolden channels
forwhich SuperB hasunsurpassed sensitivity.W ewill
nonetheless,in response to the IRC,selectsom e spe-
cic channelsforwhich SuperB hasunique potential.
However,theargum entgiven abovem akesitclearthat
golden m odesaredened only in thecontextofa lim -
ited and non-orthogonalset of New Physics scenar-
ios.W e thuswantto stressoncem orethatoneofthe
m ostsensitivesearchesforNew Physicswillbethe1%
determ ination ofCK M param eters;the possibility of
perform ing such a precise determ ination in the pres-
ence ofNew Physics is a unique feature ofSuperB .
The precision m easurem ents required to achieve this
goalare jVubjand the CK M angles. In the spirit of
indicating the golden m odes, we select jVubjand ,
being  and  precisely m easured at LHCb. In the
following,we denote by C K M those places in which
theim provem entsontheCK M param etersachievedby
SuperB are crucialto the corresponding New Physics
searches.W edo notincluderarekaon decaysin which
a preciseCK M m easurem entisalso extrem ely im por-
tant.Noticethatwhenevera high precision CK M de-
term ination isrequired,progresson LatticeQ CD cal-
culations,asdiscussed in theAppendix oftheCDR,is
needed.In TableIIweshow theresultofourselection
ofgolden m odes in dierent New Physics scenarios.
Foreach scenario,\X"m arksthegolden channelwhile
\O " m arksthosem odeswhich can display m easurable
deviation from the Standard M odel.
A few com m entsarein orderon thisselection.No-
ticerstthatB(B ! X s)isim portantin severalsce-
narios,in particularin theM FV scenarios,and there-
fore we put it in the list,even though at SuperB it
islim ited by theoreticalerrors,unlessa m ajorbreak-
through in non-perturbativecalculationsofpowersup-
pressed correctionsisachieved.In som eofthescenar-
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TABLE II:G olden m odesin dierentNew Physicsscenarios.A \X" indicatesthegolden channelofa given scenario.An
\O " m arksm odes which are notthe \golden" one ofa given scenario butcan stilldisplay a m easurable deviation from
theStandard M odel.The labelC K M denotesgolden m odeswhich requirethehigh-precision determ ination oftheCK M
param etersachievable atSuperB .
H
+
M inim al Non-M inim al Non-M inim al NP Right-Handed
high tan FV FV (1-3) FV (2-3) Z-penguins currents
B(B ! X s) X O O
A CP (B ! X s) X O
B(B ! ) X-C K M
B(B ! X sl
+
l
  ) O O O




 X-C K M O
iosconsidered,ofcourse,thislistisfarfrom com plete;
m any otherm easurem entsareexpected toshow devia-
tionsfrom theirStandard M odelvalues.Forexam ple,
in thecaseofnon-m inim alavorviolation in thetran-
sitionsbetween third and second generations,the en-
tire cohortofb! s penguins-dom inated non-leptonic
m odes could show a deviation in the m easured value
oftim e-dependentCP asym m etriescom pared to those
m easured in b! ccs transitions.
B enchm arks
The problem of dening proper benchm arks for
SuperB has not been addressed yet. In fact bench-
m arks for avor physics clearly require the speci-
cation ofthe New Physics avor structure,which is
notneeded (atleastatrstapproxim ation)forhigh-
pT physics. Nonetheless,stim ulated by the IRC,we
estim ate the relevant avor observable m easured at
SuperB within the m SUG RA m odels at the SPS1a,
SPS4and SPS5benchm arkpointsdened fortheLHC
in [52].Thepurposeofthisexerciseistoevaluatethe
deviation from the Standard M odelofavor observ-
ables in a M FV scenario where LHC can reconstruct
a largepartoftheSUSY spectrum .W econsidera set
ofm easurem entswhich arelikely to beaected in the
M FV m odelunderconsideration.
In term softhefundam entalparam etersatthehigh
scale,the SPS considered pointsaredened as:
SPS1a : m 0 = 100G eV; m 1=2 = 250G eV; (7)
A 0 =   100G eV; tan = 10;  > 0
SPS4 : m 0 = 400G eV; m 1=2 = 300G eV;
A 0 = 0; tan = 50;  > 0;
SPS5 : m 0 = 150G eV; m 1=2 = 300G eV;
A 0 =   1000; tan = 5;  > 0:
Note that SPS1a, a \typical" m SUG RA scenario
with interm ediate tan, is extrem ely good for LHC
and indeed the m ost studied -the pattern ofsparti-
cle m asses allowsthem allto be m easured with very
good accuracy [53]. By contrast,the relatively high
squark m asses and the low value of tan suppress
eects on avor observables. SPS4 is an m SUG RA
scenario with large tan. Unfortunately,no detailed
studies are available at LHC for this point. Never-
thelessweroughly estim ated theLHC perform anceby
studying the decay chain starting from the com puted
SUSY spectrum .W efound asinglestudyatSPS5[54],
a param eter conguration with relatively light stop
quarkand low tan.Hereagain theLHC perform ance
in m easuring the SUSY spectrum israthergood.
Based on these studies,and using the tools devel-
oped at the recent CERN-W orkshop \Flavourin the
LHC Era" [55]weproduced thepredictionspresented
in TableIII.
Them oststriking featureofthisresultisthatSPS4
is already ruled out by the present m easurem ent of
B(B ! s)with high signicance,showingtheim pact
of avor observables on the SUSY param eter space
even in a M FV case. Indeed,from Eqs.(1) and (1)
one obtains R exp(B ! X s) = 1:13  0:12. In the
absenceofa detailed analysis,wehavenotattem pted
an estim ate ofthe errors associated with the predic-
tions of Table III at SPS4. Nevertheless, even as-
sum ing an error of50% ,m uch larger than the other
points,R(B ! X s)= 0.25 at SPS4 is m ore than 5
away from the present experim entalvalue. SPS5 is
m arginally com patible with present m easurem ent of
B(B ! s). Clearly this pointwillproduced a m ea-
surable eecton B(B ! s)atSuperB . Considering
theseresults,itisnotsurprisingthattherecentM SSM
analysisin [55]found thatthebesttto presentdata,
using B(B ! s) am ong the constraints,resem bles
SPS1a.
SPS1a is clearly the leastfavorable pointfrom the
avor point of view. However, even here SuperB
could see a denite pattern of1-2  deviations from
the Standard M odel in R (B ! ), R (b ! s)
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TABLE III:Predictionsofavorobservablesbased on expected m easurem entsfrom LHC in m SUG RA atSPS1a,SPS4,
SPS5 benchm ark points.Q uantitiesdenoted R are the ratiosofthe branching fractionsto theirStandard M odelvalues.
Q uoted uncertainties(when available)com efrom theerrorson them easurem entoftheNew Physicsparam etersatLHC.
Uncertaintieson the Standard M odelpredictionsofavorobservablesare notincluded. Forthe SPS4 benchm ark point
the sensitivity study atLHC are notavailable.
SPS1a SPS4 SPS5
R (B ! X s) 0.919  0.038 0.248 0.848  0.081
R (B ! ) 0.968  0.007 0.436 0.997  0.003
R (B ! X sl
+
l
  ) 0.916  0.004 0.917 0.995  0.002
R (B ! K ) 0.967  0.001 0.972 0.994  0.001






1.631  0.038 16.9 1.979  0.012
R (m s) 1.050  0.001 1.029 1.029  0.001






2.824  0.063 29.3 3.427  0.018

























































FIG .5: Exclusion regions in the m (H
+
){tan plane arising from the com binations ofthe m easurem ent ofB(B ! )




(top right) 75 ab
 1
(bottom left) and 200 ab
 1
(bottom right). W e
assum e thatthe resultisconsistentwith the Standard M odel.



















FIG .6: D istribution ofR = B(B ! ‘)=BS M (B ! ‘)in 2HD M ,using m (H
+ )= 500G eV and tan= 30 as it would be
m easured in 5 yearsatSuperB .
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and R (B ! X sl
+ l  ),although this does depend,to
som eextent,on im provem entsin theory.In any case,
SuperB avorm easurem entsarerequired to establish
thattheNew Physicsavorcouplingsaresm allaspre-
dicted by m SUG RA,sinceLHC alonecannotestablish
which m odelisbehind them easured SUSY spectrum .
O neofthelessonsofthisexerciseisthatthebench-
m arksforavorphysics,ifneeded,should m ainly ad-
dresstheproblem ofdening a \typical" non-m inim al
avorstructurewith an econom icalnum berofparam -
eters. A possible way to further investigate is using
m odelsofSUSY-breaking asdiscussed below.
U pdate on the B ! ‘ predictions
W e update in thissection the analysisofthe decay
B ! ‘ in the2HDM .ThecaseofSUSY,discussed in
the CDR,isvery sim ilar.
Figure5showsa com parison oftheexclusion plotin
the m (H + ){tan plane com ing from a m easurem ent
ofB(B ! )with dierentdata sam ples,2 ab 1 ,10
ab 1 ,75 ab 1 and 200 ab 1 ,assum ing thattheresult
isconsistentwith the Standard M odel.
Notethatm ovingfrom 10ab 1 to75ab 1 thechan-
nelB !  begins to give a signicant contribution
to the average,and the scale is then larger than the
naivestatisticalgain.W ith furtherincreasesin thein-
tegrated lum inosity beyond 75 ab 1 ,B !  becom e
system atics-dom inated but B !  stillscales with
statistics.
To give an exam ple ofa positive signalas seen at
SuperB ,Figure 6 showsthe deviation ofB(B ! ‘)
with respect to its Standard M odelvalue com puted
in the 2HDM for m (H + )= 500G eV and tan= 30 as
itwould be m easured with a sam ple of75 ab  1. It’s
clearthatthe deviation is established with very high
signicance.
SU SY -breaking m odels
W ithin supersym m etric extensionsofthe Standard
M odel,theavorstructureisdirectlylinked tothecru-
cialquestion ofthe supersym m etry-breaking m echa-
nism .Indeed,thebulk ofsoftSUSY-breaking term sis
given by the sferm ion bilinearand trilinearcouplings,
which are m atrices in avorspace. Thus,once som e
SUSY particleshave been found,the m easurem entof
theavorsectorcan provideim portantinform ation for
distinguishing am ong m odelsofsupersym m etry.This
isa m anifestation ofthecom plem entary natureofa-
vor physics and collider physics. At the LHC direct
searchesfor supersym m etric particles are essentialin
establishingtheexistenceofnew physics.O n theother
hand,there are a variety ofpossibilitiesforthe origin
FIG .7: Tim e-dependent CP asym m etry ofB ! K s
0

and the dierence between the tim e-dependent asym m e-
tries of B ! K S and B ! J= K S m odes for three
SUSY breaking scenarios: m SUG RA(left), SU(5) SUSY
G UT with right-handed neutrinos in non-degenerate case
(m iddle),and M SSM with U(2) avor sym m etry (right).
The SuperB sensitivitiesare also shown.
ofSUSY breaking and ofavorstructureswithin su-
persym m etry. Flavorphysicsprovidesan unique tool
with which fundam entalquestions,such ashow super-
sym m etry isbroken,can be addressed.
A com prehensiveanalysisoftheavorpatternsgen-
erated in SUSY m odelswith dierentSUSY-breaking
sector has been recently presented in Ref.[56]. The
m odelsunderstudy are m SUG RA,M SSM with U(2)
avorsym m etry,M SSM with right-handed neutrinos,
and SU(5) SUSY-G UT with right-handed neutrinos.
Dierentscenariosfortheneutrinom assspectrum and
Yukawa couplingshave also been considered.Forour
purpose,itissucienttoconsiderafew exam ples.W e
referthe readerto the originalpublication forallthe
details.
FIG .8: Correlation of m s=m d and  (3) for three
SUSY breaking scenarios: m SUG RA(left), SU(5) SUSY
G UT with right-handed neutrinos in non-degenerate case
(m iddle),and M SSM with U(2)avorsym m etry (right).
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Figs.7{8 from Ref.[56]are exam plesofthe power
ofSuperB in discrim inating dierent SUSY-breaking
scenarios.Additionalinform ation can certainly beob-
tained from a system atic study ofcorrelationsam ong
avorobservables. Itisinteresting to notice thatthe
plotin Fig.8 callsfora determ ination of (3)with
a sub-degree precision, which could be obtained at
SuperB with 100 ab 1 .
3. Interplay ofavor and high pT
physics
In thissection wewantto reportsom eresultofthe
recent workshops \Flavour in the LHC era" [57{59]
from the perspectiveofSuperB .
W e havealready com m ented on the com plem entar-
ity ofthe physicsgoalsofavorand high pT physics,
which are both necessary to identify the structure of
the New Physicsm odels.
Three analysesoutofthese reportsshould dem on-
strate the im portance ofthe interplay in our future
new physicssearch:
In the context ofthis workshop the study ofsev-
eralSUSY-breaking m odels,along the sam e lines of
theprevioussection,havebeen presented to show the
capabilityofcom bined avorand high pT datain iden-
tifying the SUSY-breaking m echanism .
Another study that started at the workshop con-
cernsthe eectsofavorviolation on directsearches
atLHC,which are often notfully taken into account.
Ithasbeen shown thatavorviolation could,in som e
cases,changethe decay chainsused atLHC to recon-
structtheNew Physicsm assspectrum ,possibly m ak-
ing the analysism oreinvolved [57,60].
The workshop result m ost relevant to SuperB
physics com es from a rst attem pt at com bining of
avorand high pT physics on the sam e New Physics
param eterspace.Based on existing avorphysicsand
high-energy com puter codes,a so-called m aster tool
wasdeveloped which com binescalculationsfrom both
low-energy and electroweak observables in one com -
m on code.Thedetailsoftheanalysispresented atthe
workshop can be found in [58].
The com plem entarity ofavorphysicsand high pT
physics is shown in Figure 9. It is clearly dem on-
strated that,withoutthe inclusion ofboth the avor
and electroweak constraints,theparam eterstan and
M A arem uch lesswell-determ ined.Itcan be seen,as
well,that LHC m ainly constrains the m ass,whereas
avorphysicsconstrainsthe avorcoupling (i:e: the
tan-enhanced Yukawa coupling). Even in a m odel
such asCM SSM with only a few New Physicsparam e-
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FIG .9: The red (clear) contour corresponds to the LHC
scenario thatincludesthelow-energy and electroweak con-
straints,while the blue (darker) contour m akes the sam e
assum ptionsabouttheassum ed LHC discoveries,butdoes
notinclude any externalconstraints.
A working group on the \Interplay between high-
pT and avorphysics" has been set up [61];the rst
m eeting washeld atCERN in Decem ber2007 [62].
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C harm Physics
New Physics, in general, generates avor-changing
neutralcurrents (FCNC).Those could be m uch less
suppressed in the up-type than the down-type quark
sectors. Am ong the up-type quarks,only charm al-
lows the full range of probes for FCNC, and thus
New Physics,in oscillation phenom ena,in particular
those involving CP violation. The Standard M odel
m akesnontrivialpredictionsforCP violation in charm
transitions: directCP violation should occur only in
Cabibbo-suppressed m odes at an observable level
O (10 3 ).
TherecentevidenceforD 0D 0 oscillations{with xD ,
yD ’ 0.005{0.01{ doesnotprovethepresenceofNew
Physics.Howeveritgreatly widensthestageon which
CP violation can appear as a m anifestation ofNew
Physics.W ithin theStandard M odel,tim edependent
CP asym m etriescould reach the 10 5 [10 4 ]levelin
Cabibbo-allowed and once[doubly]-suppressed m odes,
whereas New Physics could enhance these asym m e-
tries by alm ost three orders ofm agnitude. A search
forNew Physicsshould then aim atsensitivitylevelsof
O (10 3 )orbetterand O (10 2 )orbetterin Cabibbo-
allowed or once-suppressed nonleptonic channels and
in doubly Cabibbo-suppressed orwrong-sign sem ilep-
tonic m odes, respectively. Signals for New Physics
m ightactually be clearerin D than in B decays: for
whileconventionalNew Physicsscenariostend to cre-
ate largereects in the latter than the form er,those
signalsm ustalsocontend with am uch largerStandard
M odel\background" in the latterthan the form er.
These searchescan be done atthe (4S)using D 
tagging and tracking ofthe D production and decay
vertices.Relatively shortrunsin the charm threshold
region can provide unique and im portantinform ation
on strong phases needed for a proper interpretation
ofresultsobtained in (4S)runs. They m ightreveal
signicantly enhanced eectsthatcan be seen only in
e+ e  ! D 0D 0 exclusiveproduction.
1. N ew Physics in charm decays:
m ainly CP violation
T he landscape
New Physics in general generates avor chang-
ing neutral currents (FCNC). The Standard M odel
had to be crafted carefully to suppress them in the
strangenesssectordown to the observed level. Those
FCNC could actually be m uch lesssuppressed in the
up-type than the down-type quark sectors. Am ong
the up-type quarks,only charm allows the fullrange
ofprobesforFCNC,and thus,New Physicsin oscilla-
tion phenom ena,in particularthoseinvolving CP vio-
lation:(i)Top quarksdecaybeforetheycan hadronize;
withouttop hadronsT 0 oscillationscannotoccur.Fur-
therm ore the sheer size ofphase space in top decays
greatly reducesthecoherencebetween dierentam pli-
tudesneeded to m ake directCP violation observable.
(ii) Hadrons built with u and u quarks,like the 0
and ,aretheirown antiparticle;thustherecan beno
0  0 etc.oscillationsasa m atterofprinciple.They
also decay very rapidly. In addition,they possess so
few decay channelsthatCP T invariance largely rules
outCP asym m etriesin theirdecays.
Strong evidence for D 0D 0 oscillations has been re-
cently found [1]. The m ost recent averages for the










= 0:0078+ 0:0018 0:0019 : (9)
According to our present understanding { or lack
thereof{ these quantitiescould be produced by Stan-
dard M odeldynam ics,yetxD could stillharboursub-
stantialcontributions from New Physics. It willre-
quirea theoreticalbreakthrough to resolvethisam bi-
guity in the interpretation ofthe data.
W e willbe on m uch rm er ground in interpreting
CP asym m etries. Foron one hand,D 0D 0 oscillations
greatly widen thestageon which CP violation can ap-
pearasa m anifestation ofNew Physics;on the other
hand, the Standard M odelm akes nontrivialpredic-
tionsforCP violation in charm transitions. In CK M
dynam icsthereisa weak phasein C = 1 transitions











’ 0:97  6 10 4 i: (10)
Furtherm ore two dierent, yet coherent, am plitudes
m ustcontribute to the sam e channelto produce a di-
rectCP asym m etry.W ithin the Standard M odelthis
can happen at an observable levelonly in Cabibbo-
suppressed m odes { even in these channels, CP
asym m etries can be no m ore than O (10 3 ). This
m eansthatany observation ofdirectCP violation in
Cabibbo-allowed ordoubly-suppressed channelestab-
lishes the intervention ofNew Physics. The only ex-
ception to thisgeneralrule isprovided by m odeslike
D  ! K S
 ,where one becom essensitive to (i)the
interference between D + ! K 0+ and D + ! K 0+
and (ii)the slightCP im purity in the K S state. The
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latter eect dom inates,inducing a CP asym m etry of
3:3 10 3 .
W ith xD , yD  0.005 { 0.01 the possibilities for
CP asym m etriesproliferate.In addition to the afore-
m entioned directCP violation onecan encountertim e
dependent CP asym m etries. The latter can be in-
duced by CP violation in C = 2 dynam ics,oreven
by CP -conserving contributionsto the latterthatcan
m ake the weak phase in a C = 1 am plitude ob-
servable. In both casesan educated Standard M odel
guesspointsto tim e-dependentCP asym m etriesofor-
der10 3  xD  10
 5 .
T he m enu
TherearethreeclassesofCP asym m etries:
1.Direct CP violation can lead to a dierence in
the ratesforD ! f and D ! f:
jA fj jA(D ! f)j6= jA fj jA(
D ! f)j: (11)
Strong phase shifts due to nal state interac-
tions,arerequired to producesuch asym m etries
in partialwidths.Sincecharm decaysproceed in
an environm entpopulated by m any resonances,
this requirem ent willnot,in general,represent
a lim iting factor; it m ight m ake,however,the
interpretation ofsignalsa m orecom plex task.
2.Indirect CP violation { i.e.,that which occurs





sinweak 6= 1 : (12)
The sam eeducated Standard M odelguessm en-
tionedabovepointstoj1  jq=pjj several 10 4 .
O neshould noteherethatthefactor  D =M D
apparently iscloseto unity and thusprovidesno
suppression to this observable,unlike the case
ofB 0 m esons. Thus one has practically undi-
luted access to a weak phase due to the in-
tervention ofNew Physicsin D 0D 0 oscillations.
Asdiscussed below,such an asym m etry can be
searched for cleanly in sem ileptonic decays of
neutralD m esons. W hile we already know the
ratio of wrong-sign leptons is sm all, their CP
asym m etry could conceivably beaslargeassev-
eralpercent! W hile the rate ofwrong-sign lep-
tons oscillates with tim e, the CP asym m etry
doesnot.
3.CP violation in the interference between m ix-
ing and decay: In qualitative analogy to B d !
J= K 0
S
, a tim e-dependent CP asym m etry can
arise due to an interference between an oscilla-








6= 0 : (13)
A CP asym m etry generated by f 6= 0 is also
proportionalto sinM D t’ xD (t=D )and thus
eectively bounded by xD ;i:e:,the presentlack
ofa signalfora tim e-dependentCP asym m etry
in D 0 ! K + K   on about the 1% levelis not
telling atall,in view ofxD  1% . Yetany im -
provem entin experim entalsensitivity could re-
veala genuinesignal.
Searching for CP violation in charm decays is not
a \wild goose chase". W e know thatbaryogenesisre-
quiresthepresenceofCP -violating New Physics.Sig-
nals for such New Physics m ight actually be clearer
in D than in B decays: for while conventionalNew
Physics scenarios tend to create larger eects in the
latter than the form er,those signals would also have
to contend with a m uch largerStandard M odel\back-
ground" in the latter than the form er;i:e:,the theo-
retical\signal-to-noise"ratiocould bebetterin charm
decays.
Therequired searchescan beundertaken very prof-
itably in runs atthe (4S)by tagging the D 0 avor
atproduction tim eusingD + ! D 0+ decaysand re-
constructing theproperdecay tim eand itserror.This
isdone by tracking the D production and decay ver-
ticeswith constraintsprovided bytheposition and size
ofthe tighte+ e  interaction region. Relatively short
runsin the charm threshold region,e:g:, (3770),can
provide unique and im portant inform ation on strong
phases needed for a proper interpretation of results
obtained in (4S) runs. In the latter D 0 avortag-
gingexploitsthequantum correlationsat (3770);the
poor proper tim e resolution (about the D 0 lifetim e)
willm aketim e-dependentm easurem entschallenging.
In sum m ary:Com prehensive and precise studiesof
CP invarianceincharm decaysprovidesensitiveprobes
forthe presenceofNew Physics.
 ‘Com prehensive’m eans that one analyses non-
leptonic as wellas sem ileptonic channels on all
Cabibbolevelsin asm anym odesaspossible;i:e:,
including nalstatescontaining neutrals.
 ‘Precise’m eansthatoneachievessensitivity lev-
elsof10 3 orbetter.
Charm decaysprovideanotherhighly prom ising av-
enue towards nding CP violation, nam ely in nal
state distributions,ratherthan in partialwidthscon-
sidered so far.Thisissuewillbe addressed separately
below.
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Side rem arks on rare decays
Theobviousm otivation form easuringthebranching
fractionsforD + =D +s ! 
+ ,+  decaysisto extract
the decay constantsfD and fD s in orderto com pare
them with latticeQ CD calculationsand,hopefully,to
validatethesecalculationswith high accuracy.A m ore
am bitious goalis to probe for contributions from a
charged Higgseld,asan indication ofNew Physics.
The m ode D 0 ! +   ariseswithin the Standard
M odelm ainlythrough atwophoton interm ediatestate
{ D 0 !  ! +   { and can reach the 10 12
level. W ith the presentexperim entalupperbound of
1:3 10 6 thereisa search window forNew Physicsof
six ordersofm agnitude.M ulti-Higgsm odelsorSUSY
m odels with R parity breaking could conceivably in-
duce a signalin a range as \large" as few 10 8 and
10 6 ,respectively.
Channels such as D ! h,l+ l  h,l+ l  h1h2,with
h denoting a hadron,receive relatively sizable contri-
butionswithin theStandard M odelfrom long distance
dynam ics. Thus a search for New Physics contribu-
tionsarenotveryprom isingthere,unlessonecan m ea-
sureprecisely the lepton spectra in the nalstates.
O ne can probe a rather exotic variant of New
Physics by searching for two-body m odes D + !
K + =+ f; the charge neutralf denotes a ‘fam ilon’,
which could arise asthe Nam bu-G oldstone boson re-
sulting from the spontaneous breakdown ofa global
fam ily sym m etry.Ithasbeen searched forin K + and
B + decays,butapparently notyetin D + decays.
2. D 0D 0 m ixing at  (4S) and  (3770)
energies
The param eters describing charm m ixing can be
m easured in tim e-dependent studies ofD m esons or
with tim e-integrated observables of D m esons pro-
duced coherently nearcharm threshold.
The tim e-dependentD 0D 0 m ixing form alism and a
sum m ary ofrecentexperim entalresultscan be found
in Ref.[2].M any dierentcharm decay m odescan be
used to search forcharm m ixing.
 The appearance of \wrong-sign" kaons in
sem ileptonic decays would provide direct evi-
dence for D 0D 0 oscillations(or another process
ofbeyond Standard M odelorigin).
 Them ostpreciselim itsareobtained by exploit-
ing the tim e-dependence ofD decays produced
in e+ e  collision near10 G eV.
{ The wrong-sign hadronic decay D 0 !
K +   issensitiveto linearcom binationsof
the m ass and lifetim e dierences,denoted
x02 and y0. The relation ofthese param e-
tersto xD and yD iscontrolled by a strong
phasedierence K .
{ Direct m easurem ents of xD and yD in-
dependent of unknown strong interaction
phases can also be m ade using tim e-
dependentstudiesofam plitudespresentin
m ulti-body decaysofthe D 0,forexam ple,
D 0 ! K 0S
+   .
{ Direct evidence of yD can also appear
through lifetim edierencesbetween decays
to CP eigenstates. The m easured quantity
in thiscase yCP ,isequivalentto yD in the
absenceofCP violation.
 Another approach is to study quantum corre-
lations near charm threshold [3] in e+ e  !
D 0D 0(0) and e+ e  ! D 0D 0(0) decays,
which yield C -odd and C -even D 0D
0
pairs,re-
spectively. Taken together,the tim e-integrated
decay rate to sem ileptonic,K ,and CP eigen-
statesprovidesensitivitytoxD ,yD ,and cosK .
Severalrecent results provide evidence that charm
m ixing is at the upper end ofthe range ofStandard
M odelpredictions.
BABAR [4] and CDF [5] nd evidence for oscilla-
tions in D 0 ! K +   ,with 3.9 (LogL) and 3.8
(Bayesian),respectively. The m ost precise m easure-
m ent is from Belle which excludes x02 = y0 = 0 at
2.1 [6](Feldm an-Cousins).
Belle [7]and BABAR [8]see 3.2 and 3 eects,re-
spectively,for yCP in D
0 ! K + K   . The m ost pre-
cise m easurem ent ofyD is in D
0 ! K 0S
+   from
Belle [9]and is only 1.2 signicant. From the sam e
analysis,Bellealso reportsa 2.4 signicantresultfor
xD .The currentsituation would greatly benetfrom
m orepreciseknowledgeofthe strong phasedierence
;thiswould allow oneto unfold xD and yD from the
D 0 ! K +   m easurem entsofx02 and y0,and directly
com parethem to the D 0 ! K 0S
+   results.
Allm ixing m easurem ents can be com bined to ob-
tain world average (W A) values for x and y. The
HeavyFlavorAveragingG roup (HFAG )hasdonesuch
a com bination [10,11]. The resulting 1-5 contours
are shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11. The ts exclude
the no-m ixing point (x = y= 0) at 6:7 for both the
no CP violation scenario and thecaseallowing forCP
violation.O ne-dim ensionallikelihood functionsforpa-
ram etersareobtained by allowing,forany valueofthe
param eter,allothert param etersto take their pre-
ferred values. The resulting likelihood functions give
centralvalues,68.3% C.L.intervals,and 95% C.L.in-
tervalsaslisted in Table IV.
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From the results of the HFAG averaging,we can
concludethe following:
 The experim ental data consistently indicates
that D 0 m esons undergo m ixing. The eect
is presum ably dom inated by long-distance pro-
cesses,and unless jxj jyj,it m ay be dicult
to identify New Physicsfrom m ixing alone.
 Since yCP is positive, the CP -even state is
shorter-lived,asin theK 0-K 0 system .However,
sincex appearsto bepositive,theCP -even state
isheavier,unlike in the K 0-K 0 system .
 Thereisno evidence yetforCP violation in the
D 0-D 0 system .
TABLE IV:HFAG Charm M ixing Averages.
Fit Param eter HFAG Average 95% C.L.Interval
























FIG .10: Two-dim ensional1-5 contours for (x;y),ob-
tained from a globalt to the m easured observables for































decays,and double-tagged branchingfractionsm easured at
the  (3770)resonance (from HFAG [12]).
FIG . 11: Two-dim ensional 1-5 contours for (jq=pj,
Arg(q=p)), obtained from a global t to the m easured
observables for x, y, jq=pj, Arg(q=p), K , K  0, and

























decays, and double-tagged branch-
ing fractions m easured at the  (3770) resonance (from
HFAG [12]).
The interpretation of the new results in term s of
New Physicsisinconclusive.Itisnotyetclearwhether
the eectiscaused by xD 6= 0 oryD 6= 0 orboth,al-
thoughthelatterisfavored,asshownin TableIV.Fur-
therm ore,there is no single 5 observation ofcharm
m ixing norisoneanticipated from thecurrentB Fac-
tories.Thissituation willberem edied byresultsantic-
ipated from SuperB .TableV showsthe sensitivity to
m ixing in D 0 ! K +   ,K + K   ,and K 0S
+   chan-
nelsfrom the (4S)data isin excessof5 ifthe life-
tim e and m assdierencesin the D 0 system lie atthe
upperend oftherangeofStandard M odelpredictions.
Table V also shows the sensitivity to m ixing from
two m onthsofrunning atcharm threshold.Thesensi-
tivity to the m ixing param etersiscom parable to ve
yearsat(4S),with dierentsourcesofsystem aticun-
certainties. The  (3770)data provides unique sensi-
tivity tocosK .Although cosK  can bedeterm ined
from a globaltto (4S)results,the directm easure-
m entfrom  (3770)data allow y0 and x02 determ ined
from D 0 ! K +   to contribute to the precision de-
term ination ofx and y.
Although theD m esonsfrom  (3770)decayarepro-
duced nearly at restin the center-of-m assfram e,the
asym m etrice+ e  collisionsm aketim e-dependentm ix-
ing analyses possible. However,since the production
rateofcharm duringthreshold runningand (4S)run-
ning iscom parable,the statisticalpowerofthe tim e-
dependentanalysesnearthreshold issm all.
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TABLE V:Expected precision () on the m easured quantities using m ethods described in the text for SuperB with
an integrated lum inosity of75 ab
 1
at SuperB at 10 G eV,300 fb
 1
( two m onths) running at charm threshold with
SuperB ,and LHCb with 10 fb
 1
[13].
M ode O bservable (4S)  (3770) LHCb

















































y (1  2) 10
 3
cos (0:01  0:02)
A seriouslim itation in the interpretation ofcharm
oscillationsin term sofNew Physicsisthe theoretical
uncertainty on the Standard M odelprediction. How-
ever,therecentevidenceforoscillationsopensthewin-
dow to searchesfor CP asym m etries that do provide
unequivocalNew Physics signals. The sensitivity to
these New Physicssignalsisshown in Fig.12.
FIG .12: Projected two-dim ensional1-5 contours with
75 ab
 1
for (jq=pj,Arg(q=p)),obtained from a globalt
to the observables for x,y,jq=pj,Arg(q=p),K ,K  0,
and R D from thesensitivity estim atesin TableV.A \true
value" ofjq=pj= 0:90,Arg(q=p)= 0 isassum ed.
3. CP violation
D irect CP violation
SearchesforCP violation in C = 1 transitionscan
beperform ed by m easuringasym m etriesin thepartial
widthsorin nalstatedistributions.
G olden m odes are the Cabibbo-suppressed decays
D 0 ! h+ h  , h = K ;, and the doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decay D 0 ! K +   .These studiescan be
perform ed either tim e-integrated or by analyzing the
tim e dependence ofthe D 0 and D 0 decay rates,al-
though in both casestim e-integrated asym m etriesare
m easured.Dataatthe(4S)providesthelargestdata
sam ple with excellent purities (as large as  99% ).
The contam ination from B B decays can be virtually
elim inated by im posing a 2:5 G eV=ccuton theD m o-
m entum in the center-of-m assfram e,which preserves
m orethan 85% ofsignalevents.
The m ost precise analysis to date [14] com pares
tim e-integrated D 0 ! h+ h  and D 0 ! h+ h  rates,
ahhCP = [N D 0   ND 0]=[N D 0 + N D 0],where N D 0 (N D 0)
isthenum berofD 0 (D 0)m esonsdecaying into h+ h 
nalstate.In thisconstruction,allCP violation con-
tributions,directand indirectare present.DirectCP
violation in oneorboth m odeswould besignaled by a
non-vanishing dierence between the asym m etriesfor
D 0 ! K + K   and D 0 ! +   ,aK KCP 6= a

CP . There
are two m ain experim entalchallenges in these m ea-
surem ents.Firstly,theexperim entalasym m etryin D 0
avortagging.Thisasym m etry ism easured by deter-
m iningtherelativedetection eciency forsoftpionsin
data,using the Cabibbo-allowed decay D 0 ! K    
with (tagged)and without(non-tagged)soft-pion a-
vortagging,asa function ofthe pion-m om entum and
thepolaranglein thelab fram e.Fortheazim uthalde-
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pendence,an integrated scalefactorissucient,since
charm production isuniform in azim uth.Sincethere-
constructed m odesareCP -even,thisistheonly detec-
torasym m etry.Secondly,the forward-backward (FB)
asym m etry in cc production at(4S),a consequence
ofthe=Z0 interferenceand higherorderQ ED correc-
tions (both at the percent levelat this energy),cou-
pled with the asym m etric acceptance ofthe detector,
which produces a dierence in the num ber ofrecon-
structed D 0 and D 0 events.Thiseectisdirectlym ea-
sured by determ ining thenum berofD 0 and D 0 events
(after soft pion asym m etry correction) as a function
of cosC MD and decom posing these events into even
(representing the CP asym m etry and independent of
jcosC MD j) and odd (representing the FB production
asym m etry) parts. The associated system atic uncer-
tainties are therefore not a lim iting factor, and are
m ostly statisticalin nature. O ther potentialsources
of uncertainty are highly suppressed because the -
nalstatesarereconstructed identically forD 0 and D 0.
W ith a SuperB data sam ple of75 ab 1 ,sensitivities




A tim e-dependentD -m ixinganalysisofDCS (wrong
sign) D 0 ! K +   and D 0 ! K   + decays can be
used to separatethecontributionsofDCS decaysfrom
D 0D 0 m ixing, separately for D 0 and D 0. A direct
CP asym m etry can then be constructed from the dif-
ference of DCS D 0 and D 0 decays, A D = (R D 0  
R
D 0
)=(R D 0 + R D 0),where R D 0(R D 0)isthe D
0 (D 0)
DCS rate. The m ain experim entaldiculties in this
analysis are accurate proper tim e reconstruction and
calibration,togetherwith asym m etry in theD 0 avor
tagging and the m odeling ofthe dierences between
K + and K   absorption in the detector. AtSuperB ,
them uch sm allerlum inousregion and thesignicantly
enhanced vertexing capabilities provide proper tim e
signicances at the 10 level(3-4 tim es better than
in BABAR [15],with decay length resolution ofabout
80 m , 3),signicantly reducing the system atic
uncertaintiesassociated with them odeling ofthelong
decay tim e com ponent and possible biases. System -
aticuncertaintiesrelated totheasym m etryin thesoft-
pion tagging can bekeep undercontrolusing a sim ilar
procedure to thatoutlined above. Correctionsdue to
the FB production asym m etry and kaon hadronic in-
teractions can be perform ed relying m ainly on data,
through untagged D 0 ! K   + and D 0 ! K +   de-
cays m easured as a function ofcosC MD . Scaling the
statisticaluncertainty from the BABAR analysisto 75
ab 1 we obtain a sensitivity on A D of4 10
 3 . To
reach orim prove thissensitivity level,system atic un-
certainties,currently15 10 3 ,willhavetobereduced
by a factorofveorbetter,which isfeasiblesincethe
uncertaintyofthesystem aticcorrectionsscalewith the
sizeofthe data sam ple.
Forasym m etriesin nalstatedistributions,thesim -
plestway isto com pareCP conjugateDalitz plotsfor
3-body decays. Dierent regions of the Dalitz plot
m ay exhibit CP asym m etries of varying signs that
largely cancelout when one integrates over the en-
tire phase space,therefore subdom ains ofthe Dalitz
plotcould contain signicantly largerCP asym m etries
than the whole phase space.Since understanding the
dynam ics is not an easy goalto achieve, one could
try up to four strategies,three ofwhich are m odel-
independent. First,quantify dierences between the
D 0 and D 0 Dalitz plotsin two dim ensions. Secondly,
look for dierences in the angular m om ents of D 0
and D 0 intensity distributions. Thirdly,in a m odel-
dependentapproach,look forCP asym m etriesin the
am plitudes describing interm ediate states in the D 0
and D 0 decays. Finally,look for the phase-space in-
tegrated asym m etry. Asym m etries in the D 0 avor
assignm ent and FB production asym m etries only af-
fect the last m ethod,and can be keptunder control,
asdiscussed above.From the pioneering BABAR anal-
ysis using D 0 !   + 0 and D 0 ! K   K + 0 [16],
sensitivitiesat3 10 4 and 9 10 4 level,respectively,
areanticipated.
Form ore com plex nalstatesotherprobeshave to
be em ployed.A golden exam pleisdiscussed below.
Indirect CP violation at the (4S) and  (3770)
CP violation in m ixing can beinvestigated from the
datataken atthe(4S)and atthe (3770)resonances
in sem i-leptonic transitions. In both cases one m ea-
sures an asym m etry from events in which the D 0 or
D 0,previously avor tagged,has oscillated (signaled
asa wrong sign decay),
aSL =
N    (t)  N+ + (t)





where N    (N    ) represents the num ber ofD 0 !
‘  X (D0 ! ‘+ X )decayswhen the otherD m eson
wastaggedasD 0 (D 0)atproductiontim e.Dataatthe
 (3770)benetfrom averyclean environm entwith al-
m ost no background. Severaldecay channels can be
exclusively reconstructed to increase the asym m etry
sensitivity.Considering theD 0 and D 0 both decaying
into K   + ,K   + 0,K   + +   ,K   e+ ,K   + ,
K   e+ ,K   + ,K   e+ ,  e+ ,  + ,K   K +
and   + ,and using recentresultsfortheD 0D 0 m ix-
ing param eters x and y [1], a sensitivity to CP vi-
olation of 2.5% in one m onth ofrunning at thresh-
old is expected. The quantum correlation ensures
that the sam e-sign com binations can only be due to
m ixing;thus hadronic m odes can be treated like the
sem ileptonic decays (no DCS contribution). Control
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ofsystem atic uncertaintiesisexpected atthe percent
level, dom inated by channels with 0 and  parti-
cles [17, 18]. M issing m ass techniques with fullre-
construction of (3770) ! D D events,om itting one
ofthe product particles,can be used to evaluate the
accuracy in thereconstruction.Largecontrolsam ples
of decay channels with unequivocalparticle content
like D 0 ! K 0s
+   and D + ! K   + + willreduce
the uncertainty on PID eciencies. O ther sourcesof
system aticuncertaintieswillalsobenetfrom thepre-
cise m easurem ent ofthe beam energy and im proved
detectorperform ance.
At the (4S), the soft pion com ing from D  de-
cays(D + ! D 0+ )can be used to tag the avorof
the D 0. The m easurem ent ofwrong sign leptons in
sem ileptonicdecaysthen providesa clearsignatureof
a m ixed event. Data are taken from the continuum .
Background eventsfrom B decayscan be reduced by
im posing a 2.5 G eV=ccuton theD m om entum .W ith
this m ethod, the statistical sensitivity in the decay
asym m etrieswould reach the 1% levelin one yearof
data taking. System atic uncertaintiesare foreseen to
arise from the controlofbackgroundsand PID m an-
agem ent(m ainlylepton identication),which willben-
etfrom the vertex capabilitiesto suppressthe back-
ground and largecontrolsam plesto study the PID.
CP V in the interference ofm ixing and decay
CP violation in the interplay ofC = 1;2 dynam -
icscan be searched forthrough tim e-dependentanal-
yses ofD 0 ! K + K   and D 0 ! +   decays. CP
violation and D 0D 0 m ixing alter the decay tim e dis-
tribution ofD 0 and D 0 m esons that decay into nal
states ofspecic CP ,and a tim e-dependent analysis
ofthetagged D 0 and D 0 intensitiesallowsa m easure-
m entofthef.To agood approxim ation,thesedecay






The eective lifetim es can be com bined into the

























). The golden m ode isD 0 ! K + K   ,
since the com binatorialbackground is 10 sm aller
than in the +   channel,and the selected sam pleis
 2 larger.D0 ! K 0
S
 instead hasa large ( 10% )
contribution from S wave,so itisbetteranalyzed us-
ing the Dalitz plottechnique (seeSec.4).
The SuperB sensitivity to yCP and Y in the K K
and  m odes can be extrapolated from the current
BABAR analysis[14],assum ing thatthe system atic er-
rorscan be keptundercontrol.Provided thatCP vi-
olation in m ixing is sm all,the sensitivity to the CP -
violating phase is dom inated by the rstterm in the
expression foryCP and Y .
2yCP = (jq=pj+ jp=qj)ycos   (jq=pj  jp=qj)xsin;
2Y = (jq=pj  jp=qj)ycos   (jq=pj+ jp=qj)xsin;
thereforewecan estim atethesensitivity as(cos)’
(yCP )=y ’ 3  10
 4 =y,(sin) ’ (Y )=x ’ 3 
10 4 =x.
M ost of the system atic errors aecting the signal
cancelin thelifetim eratio.Theerrorsassociated with
thebackground areunrelated between D 0 and D 0 and
do not cancel;however they do im prove with statis-
tics.In addition,the superiorresolution ofthe vertex
detector willfurther reduce the system atic errorsas-
sociated with theposition m easurem ent.W etherefore
expect that the system atic errors can be kept under
control.
O ne underlying assum ption in the recent BABAR
analysis[14]isthattheresolution biasisthesam efor
allthe channels(K ,K K ,)and doesnotdepend
on the polar angle . This could introduce a bias in
the m easurem ents,because ofthe dierent polar an-
gleacceptancein the variouschannels.W ith a higher
statistics sam ple,however,this system atic eect can
be overcom e by splitting the sam ple into polar angle
(orothervariable)intervals.Theproduction asym m e-
try isnotim portantwith BABAR statistics,butcould
becom e signicantatsensitivities ofthe orderoffew
 10 4 . However this can be handled using control
sam ples,such asthe untagged D 0,which have about
5 tim es m ore events (assum ing D 0 and D  have the
sam easym m etry),asdiscussed in Sec.3.
T odd correlations
AllCP asym m etries observed so far have surfaced
in partialwidths { with one notable exception: the
forward-backward asym m etry hAi in the +   and
e+ e  planes in K L ! 
+   e+ e  . hAi ’ 14% had
been predicted {and conrm ed by experim ent{asbe-
ingdriven by theindirectCP im purity j+   j’ 0:23% .
Thereasonforthism agnicationbytwoordersofm ag-
nitudeiswellunderstood:hAiisinduced by theinter-
ference between a CP -violating and a CP -conserving
am plitude,both ofwhich aresuppressed,albeitfordif-
ferentreasons.Thisexplainswhy the enhancem entof
theCP asym m etrycom esattheexpenseofthebranch-
ing ratio,which isabout3 10 7 ;i:e:,one hastraded
branching fraction forthe sizeofthe asym m etry.
Itispossible thata sim ilareectand enhancem ent
occurs in the analogous m ode D L ! K
+ K   +   ,
where D L denotesthe \long-lived" neutralD m eson.
Thism odecan bestudied uniquely atSuperB operat-
ing atthe (3770)by CP -tagging theotherneutralD
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! [K + K   ]D D L (15)
There is a m ore general lesson from the K 0
L
!
+   e+ e  exam ple,nam ely thatCP violation could
surface in an enhanced fashion in m ulti-body nal
states. This could turn an apparent vice in charm
decays{ the preponderanceofm ulti-body nalstates
{ into a virtue. Thisissue willbe addressed in detail
in Sec.4.
Theseconsiderationsalsoapplytofour-bodym odes,
although less experience with such studies has been
accum ulated sofar.Som eintriguingpilotstudieshave
been perform ed on acom parison ofD 0 ! f and D 0 !
f, f = K + K   +   channels. Denoting by  the
anglebetween the +   and K + K   planes,onehas
d 
d













   3cossin : (17)
Upon integrating over,the  3 and  3 term scancel;
( 1; 2) 6= ( 1; 2) thus represents a CP asym m etry
in the partialwidths. The  3 and  3 term s can be





































W hile  3 and  3 representT-odd m om ents,they do
notnecessarily signalT violation,sincethey could be
induced by strong nalstate interactions.Yet
 3 6=  3 =) CP violation: (20)
Such an analysisistheoreticallyclean,sincethedepen-
denceon theangle isspecically predicted,which in
turn allows cross checks to controlexperim entalsys-
tem atics.
Alternatively,onecan deneanotherT-odd correla-
tion am ongthepion and kaon m om enta,nam ely CT 
~pK +  (~p+  ~p  )forD
0 and C T  ~pK    (~p   ~p+ )
for D 0. Sim ilar to the previous case one has: CT 6=
  CT =) CP violation. O ne can then construct
T-odd m om ents
A T =
 (C T > 0)   (CT < 0)
 (C T > 0)+  (C T < 0)
; (21)
A T =
 (C T > 0)   (CT < 0)






(A T   AT )6= 0 =) CP violation: (23)
A prelim inary study based on 380 fb 1 ofBABAR data
suggestsa sensitivity of5:3 10 3 in A 6T thatwould
extrapolate to 4  10 4 for 75 ab 1 . W ith such a
sam pleonecan analyzeeven tim e slicesofA 6T .These
arevery prom ising sensitivities.
Sim ilarCP studiescan beperform ed forotherfour-
body m odes,and one can also com pare Y 0L m om ents
and even fullam plitude analyses.
C harm baryon decays
Charm baryons decays are sensitive only to direct
CP violation.Longitudinally polarized beam s{ m oti-
vated m ainly by CP studies in  production and de-
cays { provide an intriguing handle for CP studies
in charm baryon decays,since charm baryons would
be produced with a netlongitudinalpolarization that
would allow the form ation ofnovelCP -odd correla-
tions with the m om enta ofthe particles in the nal
state.Thecontrolofthesign oflongitudinalpolariza-
tion providesan excellenthandle on system atics.
4. M ixing and CP V in 3-body decays
A DalitzplotanalysisofD 0 ! K 0
S
+   eventspro-
vides a golden m ethod for studying m ixing and CP
violation in m ixing/decay/interference. IfDalitz plot
m odelsystem atics can be kept under control,direct
CP -violation can also be investigated.PresentBABAR
data [19]show that atthe (4S),signaleventsfrom
the decay chain D + ! D 0+ with D 0 ! K 0
S
+  
can beselected ataratecloseto 1000/fb
 1
with apu-
rityof97.0% ,and am istagprobabilityof0.1% .K 0
S
are
reconstructed in the +   nalstate;a requirem ent
thattheK 0
S
propertim ebe 8S allowsusto reduce
K 0
L
contam ination to a levelof10 5 . Reconstructing
the D 0 ! K 0
S
+   decay vertex,the D 0 propertim e
(D )can bem easured with an averageerrorof 0:2ps
in BABAR and  0:1psatSuperB ,tobecom pared with
the D 0 lifetim e of0.4ps.
W e use the invariant m ass of K  pairs: m 2+ =
m 2(K 0
S




followingDalitzplotam plitudes(fD )and probabilities
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and the quantities,to be m easured,thatenterin the
previous Dalitz plot distribution functions,are: x,y







)(CP -violation param eters).
x,y, and  can be extracted in a Dalitz m odel-
dependent analysis with the isobar or K -m atrix ap-
proach,using globalts. Exam ples are described in
references[19,20].Forthem odel-dependentapproach,
we conservatively estim ate the SuperB sensitivity at
75 ab
 1
by extrapolating from the current analyses.
Statisticalerrors can be scaled with the square root
oflum inosity. The result exceeds the desired goalof
10 3 , a levelnot reachable by BES-III.The second
sourceisfrom system aticerrorsduetotheexperim ent.
They are m ainly due to background param etrization,
eciency variation overthe Dalitz plot,experim ental
resolution biaseson Dalitz plotvariables,decay tim e
param etrization, and m istag fractions. Background
param etrization ischecked with sidebands(according
to the M onte Carlo, the background does not peak
in the D 0 m asssignalregion),and scaleswith statis-
tics. Eciency variation studied with M onte Carlo
events scaleswith the M onte Carlo statistics. Biases
on Dalitz plotvariable m assresolution are negligible.
Decay tim e param etrization im proveswith the sizeof
the data sam ple and due to the tim e resolution at
SuperB . M istag fractions can be checked with other
nalD states; their contribution is negligible. It is
thusplausiblethatthe errorsarising from experim en-
talsources can be scale with statistics as well, but
we prefer to be conservative,and evaluate these sys-
tem aticerrorsusing an additionalsafety factoroftwo.
These errorsare shown in Table VI;we can see that
they aresm allerthan the statisticalerrors.
The last, but not the least im portant, source of
system atic errors,is the m odelused,typically isobar
or K -m atrix m odels or a partial-wave analysis. Un-
certainties arise from radius param eters,m asses and
widthsoftheresonances,and thechoiceofresonances
included in the t. Recent results from CLEO and
Belle [9, 20] have, however, dem onstrated that the
TABLE VI:Current Belle errors with 0.54 ab
 1
on rele-




) 30.0 8.0 12.0 33.3
y (10
 4
) 24.0 10.0 7.0 26.9
 (10
 4
) 15.0 2.5 4.0 15.7
 (deg) 17.0 4.0 3.0 17.7
TABLE VII:SuperB errorswith 75 ab
 1
on relevant




) 2.5 1.4 4.0 4.9
y (10
 4
) 2.0 1.7 2.3 3.5
 (10
 4
) 1.3 0.4 1.3 1.9
 (deg) 1.4 0.7 1.0 1.9
m ixing and CP violation param etersarenotvery sen-
sitive to Dalitz m odelvariations. The sensitivity to
m odels willbe checked using two m odelindependent
approaches:
 W ith a very large data sam ple,a partial-wave
analysis is capable to determ ine the am plitude
and phasevariation overthephasespacedirectly
from data.
 Data collected atcharm threshold willm akethe
D 0D 0 relativephaseaccessible[21].
Even if it is extrem ely dicult to m ake predictions
on the Dalitz m odelsystem aticsatSuperB ,itisrea-
sonable to assum e thatthese willbe substantially re-
duced with respecttothepresenterrorsfrom Belle[9].
By com paring the CLEO analysis based on 9.0 fb
 1
with the Belle analysisbased on 540 fb
 1
,we realize
an im provem entofthe Dalitz m odelsystem atic error
ofm ore than a factor offour on average. This im -
provem ent is m ainly due to the fact that the larger
statisticsdata sam pleallowsa betterdeterm ination of
the Dalitz m odelparam eters.Contem plating a factor
ofthree im provem entfor the m odelerror at SuperB
seem sconservative,sinceitdoesnottakeinto account
the benets ofpartial-wave analysis,and the use of
data collected at charm threshold. Sensitivity pre-
dictions for m ixing and CP violation param eters at
SuperB areshown in TableVII.
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Tau Physics
Searchesforlepton avorviolation in tau decayscon-
stitute one ofthe m ost theoretically and experim en-
tally clean and powerfulprobesto extend ourknowl-
edge in particle physics.In thisspecic area,SuperB
has clear advantages over the LHC experim ents and
SuperK EK B,and it is com plem entary to m uon LFV
searches.Experim entalinvestigationson CP violation
in tau decay and on the tau EDM and g  2 provide
SuperB with additionalexperim entally clean toolsto
shed light on unexplored territories,with the ability
to testsom e specic New Physicsscenarios. Further-
m ore, precise tests of lepton universality can reveal
new phenom ena,although attaining the required pre-
cision is challenging,SuperB is once again the best-
positioned project,due to itsvery high lum inosity.
W ith an integrated lum inosity of75ab
 1
,SuperB
will be able to explore a signicant portion of the
param eter space of m ost New Physics scenarios by
searching for LFV in tau decays. W hile the M EG
experim ent[1]willsearch for ! e with greatsen-
sitivity,SuperB willuniquely explore transitions be-
tween thethird and rstorsecond generations,provid-
ing crucialinform ation to determ ine the specic New
Physicsm odelthat produces LFV.The LHC experi-
m entsare,in general,notcom petitivein LFV searches;
SuperK EK B,with 10ab
 1
,willalsobeabletoexplore
LFV in tau decay, but with a sensitivity that does
not challenge the m ajority of New Physics m odels.
SuperB hastheadvantageofhigherlum inosity,which
increasesitstau LFV sensitivity by a factor2.7 in the
worst hypothesis ofbackground-dom inated analyses,
even assum ing no im provem entin analysistechniques.
For analyseswhich are background-free,SuperB will
have a sensitivity at least 7.5 tim es better,and will
also prot from reduced m achine background. Fur-
therm ore,SuperB can have a 85% linearly polarized
electron beam , which willproduce tau leptons with
known and well-dened polarization that can be ex-
ploited either to im prove the selection ofLFV nal
states,given a specic LFV interaction,or to better
determ ine the features ofthe LFV interaction,once
they arefound.
Experim entalstudieson CP violation in tau decay
and on thetau EDM and g 2areespeciallyclean tools,
becausetheyrelyonm easurem entofasym m etrieswith
relatively sm allsystem atic uncertaintiesfrom the ex-
perim ent. The beam polarization also im proves the
experim entalsensitivityfortau EDM and g 2determ i-
nations,by allowing m easurem entsofthepolarization
ofa single tau,ratherthan m easurem entsofcorrela-
tionsbetween two taus produced in the sam e events.
with this technique,SuperB can test whether super-
sym m etry is a viable explanation forthe presentdis-
crepancy on them uon g  2.Although them ostplausi-
bleNew Physicsm odelsconstrained with theavailable
experim entalresultspredictCP violation in tau decay
and the tau EDM in a range thatis notm easurable,
SuperB can test specic m odels that enhance those
eectsto m easurablelevels.
1. Lepton Flavor V iolation
P redictions from N ew P hysics m odels
In thefollowing,wediscussthesizeof LFV eects
on decays and correlations that are expected in su-
persym m etric extensionsofthe Standard M odeland,
in particular,in theso-called constrained M SSM ,The
avor-conserving phenom enology ofthisfram ework is
characterizedbyveparam eters:M 1=2,M 0,A 0,tan,
sgn . W e willdiscuss a subset of the \Snowm ass
Pointsand Slopes" (SPS)[2],listed in Table VIII,in
thisve-dim ensionalparam eterspaceto illustratethe
m ain distinctive features ofthe m odelas they relate
to lepton avorviolation.
Specifying one such pointissucientto determ ine
thephenom enologyofthem odelrelevantfortheLHC,
butitisnotsucienttounam biguously com puteLFV
rates. The am ount of avor-violation is controlled
by other param eters,which play no role in high-pT
physics. Nonetheless,specifying the avor-conserving
param eters allows us to sim plify the description of
LFV decaysand,in particular,to establish clearcor-
relationsam ong dierentprocesses.
TABLE VIII:Values ofM 1=2,M 0,A 0,tan,and sign of
 forthe SPS pointsconsidered in the analysis.
SPS M 1=2 (G eV) M 0 (G eV) A 0 (G eV) tan 
1a 250 100 -100 10 > 0
1b 400 200 0 30 > 0
2 300 1450 0 10 > 0
3 400 90 0 10 > 0
4 300 400 0 50 > 0
5 300 150 -1000 5 > 0
At allthe SPS points,LFV decays are dom inated
by the contribution ofdipole-type eective operators





a)=B( ! b),The dipole dom inance allows us to es-




 1:0 10 2 ! B( ! e+ e  )< 5 10 10















< 10 3 ! B( ! )< 5 10 11 ;
where the bounds correspond to the present lim it
B( ! )< 4:5 10 8 . Sim ilar relations hold for
 ! e transitions. As a result,in such a fram ework
only  !  and  ! e decays are within experi-
m entalreach.
To estim ate the overallscale of ! (;e) rates,
wem ustspecify the valueoftheLFV couplings,since
they are not determ ined by the SPS conditions. In
the m ass-insertion and leading-log approxim ation,as-
sum ing thatthe leading LFV couplingsappearin the
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)2.In a G rand Unied Theory (G UT)
with heavy right-handed neutrinos, the o-diagonal
entries ofthe slepton m ass m atrix m 2
eL
are likely to
be dom inated by the avorm ixing in the (s)neutrino


















log(M G U T =M R )in term softhe
neutrino Yukawa couplings (Y), the average heavy
right-handed neutrino m ass(M R )and the G UT scale
(M G U T  10
15{1016 G eV). G iven the large phe-
nom enologicalvalueofthe2{3 m ixing in theneutrino
sector(and the corresponding suppression ofthe 1{3
m ixing) we expectj32j j31jhence B( ! )
B( ! e). For suciently heavy right-handed neu-
trinos,thenorm alization ofY issuch thatB( ! )
can reach values in the 10 9 range. In particular,
B( ! )> 10
 9 ifatleastone heavy right-handed
neutrinohasam assaround orabove1013 G eV (in SPS
4)or1014 G eV (in SPS 1a,1b,2,3,5).
A key issue that m ust be addressed is the role
of B( ! e) in constraining the LFV couplings
and,m ore generally,the correlationsbetween B( !
(;e)) and B( ! e) in this fram ework. An ex-
tensive analysisofsuch questionshasbeen presented
in Ref.[3,4],under the hypothesis ofa hierarchical
spectrum forthe heavy right-handed neutrinos.
The overallstructure ofthe B( ! )vs.B( !
e)correlation in SPS 1a isshown in Fig.13.Asan-
ticipated,B( ! ) 10 9 requiresa heavy right-
handed neutrino around orabove1014 G eV.Thispos-
sibility is notexcluded by B( ! e)only ifthe 1{3
m ixing in the lepton sector(the 13 angle ofthe neu-
trino m ixing m atrix) is suciently sm all. This is a
generalfeature,valid atallSPS points,asillustrated
in Fig.14. In Table IX we show the predictions for
B( !  ) and B( ! 3) corresponding to the
neutrino m ass param eters chosen in Fig.14 (in par-
ticularM N 3 = 10
14 G eV),forthe variousSPS points.
Note that this case contains points that are within
the SuperB sensitivity range,yetarenotexcluded by


























0 ≤ |θ1| ≤ pi/4











θ13 =   1°θ13 =   3°θ13 =   5°θ13 = 10°mN3 = 10
2
 GeV
FIG .13: B( ! ) vs.B( ! e) in SPS 1a,for three
reference values ofthe heavy right-handed neutrino m ass
and severalvaluesof13. The horizontaldashed (dotted)
line denotes the present experim entalbound (future sen-
sitivity)on B( ! e). Allotherrelevantparam etersare
setto the valuesspecied in Ref.[3].
FIG .14: B( ! e) as a function of13 (in degrees) for
various SPS points. The dashed (dotted) horizontalline
denotes the present experim entalbound (future sensitiv-
ity). Allother relevant param eters are set to the values
specied in Ref.[3].
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TABLE IX:Predictions for B( !  ) and B( ! 3)
corresponding to the SPS points. The values ofm N i and
m 1 are asspecied in Fig.14 [3].
SPS 1a 1b 2 3 4 5
B( ! ) 10
 9
4.2 7.9 0.18 0.26 97 0.019
B( ! 3) 10
 12
9.4 18 0.41 0.59 220 0.043
LFV in the NUHM scenario
Atlargetan and nottoo heavy Higgsm asses,an-
other class of LFV interactions is relevant, the ef-
fective coupling between a { pair and the heavy
(scalar and pseudoscalar) Higgs bosons. This cou-
pling can overcom e the constraints on B( ! )
and B( ! )dictated by B( ! )in the dipole-
dom inance scenario. Such a conguration cannot be
realized in theCM SSM ,butitcould berealized in the
so-called NUHM SUSY scenario,which is also theo-
retically well-m otivated and rathergeneral.In such a
fram ework,therearespecicregionsoftheparam eter
space in which  !  could have a branching ratio
in the 10 9 {10 10 range,com parable oreven slightly
largerthan B( ! )[5].
Finally, in m ore exotic New Physics fram eworks,
such as SUSY without R parity, Little Higgs M od-
els with T parity (LHT) or Z
0
m odels with non-
vanishing LFV couplings (Z
0
‘i‘j),the  !  rate
could be as large as, or even larger than  ! 
(see e.g., [6]). In this respect, an im provem ent of
B( ! ) at the 10 10 levelwould be interesting




A sensitive search for lepton avor-violating  de-
cays at SuperB requires signal to be selected with
as high an eciency as possible,while allowing m in-
im al,and preferably zero,background. A candidate
e+ e  ! +   eventsobtained from an initialscreen-
ing selection isdivided into hem ispheresin thecenter-
of-m assfram e,each containing the decay productsof
one lepton.UnlikeStandard M odel decays,which
contain atleastoneneutrino,thedecay productsfrom
a LFV decay havea com bined energy in thecenter-of-
m assfram eequalto
p
s=2 and a m assequalto thatof
the.A requirem enton thetwodim ensionalsignalre-
gion in the E ‘X {M ‘X planethereforeprovidesa pow-
erfultooltorejectbackgrounds,which arisefrom well-
understood Standard M odel decays. Consequently,
residualbackground rates and distributions are reli-
ably estim ated from M onteCarlosim ulationsand vali-
dated usingquantitativecom parisonswith dataasvar-
iousselection requirem entsare applied. G lobalevent
properties and an explicit identication of the non-
signal decay can beapplied to suppressnon- back-
groundswith only m arginallossofeciency.
The considerable experience developed in search-
ing for these decays in the  0:5 ab 1 data set at
BABARenables us condently to estim ate background
levelsto beexpected with 75 ab 1 forselection strate-
giessim ilartothoseoftheexistingexperim ents.These
lead usto classify theLFV decay m odesinto two cat-
egoriesforthe purposesofestim ating the experim en-
tal LFV discovery reach ofSuperB :(i)m odeshav-
ing \irreducible backgrounds" and (ii)m odesthatdo
nothave irreducible backgrounds.Forlum inositiesof
1036 cm  2 s 1 , ! ‘  decaysfallinto category (i),
whereas  ! ‘‘‘ and  ! ‘ h0 generally fallinto
category (ii),where‘iseithera m uon orelectron and
h0 is a hadronic system . The hadronic system m ay
beidentied asa pseudoscalarorvectorm eson (0,,
0,K 0S,!,,K
 etc.) ora non-resonantsystem oftwo
pions,two kaonsora pion and kaon.
The category (ii) decay m odes have the property
thatwith perfectparticleidentication no known pro-
cessorcom bination ofprocessescan m im ic the signal
atratesrelevantto SuperB . The challenge in search-
ing forthese decaysisthusto rem oveallnon- back-
groundsand to provide aspowerfula particle identi-
cation aspossible. Forcategory (i)m odes,however,
even with perfect particle identication, there exist
backgrounds that lim it the discovery sensitivity. In
fact,thereareno ! ‘  Standard M odelprocesses
expected at these lum inosities,but there are com bi-
nations ofprocessesthat can m im ic this signal,even
with perfectm easurem ents.In the case of !  ;
for exam ple, the irreducible background arises from
events having a  !  decay and a  from initial
state radiation (ISR) in which the photon com bines
with the m uon to form a candidate thataccidentally
fallsinto the signalregion in the E ‘X {M ‘X plane.At
suciently high rates, ! ‘ 0 and  ! ‘ ( ! )
searcheswillsuerthe sam eproblem swhen two hard
ISR photonsaccidentallyreconstructtoa0 or m ass,
buttheratefortwo hard-photon ISR em ission willbe
roughly 100tim eslowerthan therateforasignalhard
photon em ission and lower stillwhen requiring a 
m ass to m atch that ofa 0 or . Consequently,this
isnotexpected to bean issueatSuperB lum inosities.
Sim ilarly, ! ee+ e  and  ! e+ e  can,in prin-
ciple,suer a background from  ! ‘e+ e  events
wheretheISR photon undergoesinternalpairproduc-
tion.Such background eventsareexpected to startto
just becom e m easurable for lum inosities roughly 100
tim es higherthan currentexperim ents,and so m ight
justbegin to im pactthe experim entalboundsplaced
on thosem odesatSuperB .
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The experim entalreach is expressed here in term s
of\the expected 90% CL upper lim it" assum ing no
signal,aswellasin term sofa 4 discovery branching
fraction in the presence ofprojected backgrounds.In
theabsenceofsignal,forlargenum bersofbackground
eventsN bkd,the 90% CL upperlim itforthe num ber
ofsignalevents can be given as N U L90  1:64
p
N bkg,
whereas for sm allN bkg a value for N
U L
90 is obtained
using the m ethod described in [7], which gives, for
N bkg  0,N
U L
90  2:4. Ifa signalisdeterm ined from
countingeventswithin asignalregion ratherthan from










where N   = L  is the num ber of -pairs pro-
duced in e+ e  collisions;L isthe integrated lum inos-
ity,  = 0.919 nb [8]is the -pair production cross
section,and  isthe signaleciency.
The  !   projected sensitivity is based on
the published BABAR analysis [9], but incorporating
changes designed for a very high lum inosity data set
and using the im proved m uon particle identication
ecienciesthatbecam eavailablewith a hardwareup-
gradetotheBABAR m uon system .Thepublished anal-
ysisexplicitly identiesthenon-signal decaysasspe-
cic Standard M odeldecay m odes. In the published
analysis,thissetoftagm odesincludes ! ,which
has a disproportionate am ount of-pair background
com pared to the othertag m odes. ForSuperB lum i-
nositiesitwould appearthata m ore optim alanalysis
would notincludethism ode.Theconsequenceisthat
the eciency for a 2 signalellipse region suers a
decrease from dropping the -tag,butincreasesfrom
the otherim provem entsto both the analysisand the
hardware,sothattheneteciency is7.4% .Theback-
ground levelsfor75ab 1 areprojected from theM onte
Carlo to be200 50eventsfrom the ! ()irre-
duciblebackground.Thisleadstoan expected 90% CL
upper lim it of2:3  10 9 and 4 discovery reach of
5:6 10 9 . It is im portant to note that further im -
provem entscan be obtained using the SuperB polar-
ized electron beam . For a 100% polarized electron
beam ,the polar angles ofthe signaldecay products
provide additionalbackground suppression,asis evi-
dent from Figure 15. The \irreducible background"
would be cut by 70% for a 39% loss in signale-
ciency.Thiswould resultin approxim ately a 10% im -
provem entin the sensitivity:an expected upperlim it
of 2:1  10 9 and 4 discovery levelof 5:0  10 9 .
However,by far the m ost im portant aspect of hav-
ing thepolarization isthepossibility to determ inethe
helicity structure ofthe LFV coupling from the nal
state m om enta distributions(see forinstance Ref.[10]
forthe !  process).Notethatfora datasam ple
of15 ab 1 using a m achine with no polarization,the
sam eanalysisand detectorcan beexpected toyield an
expected upperlim itof5:2 10 9 with adiscoverypo-
tentialof1:3 10 8 .Sim ilaranalysescan beexpected
to yield com parable sensitivities for the  ! e 
LFV decay m ode,based on thepublished BABAR anal-
ysis[11].
Thesituation fortheotherLFV decays, ! ‘1‘2‘3
and  ! ‘h,is dierent,as these m odes do not suf-
ferthe problem ofaccidentalphotonswith which the
 ! ‘  searchesm ustcontend.In these cases,one
can projectsensitivitiesassum ing N bkg com parableto
backgroundsin existinganalysesforapproxim atelythe
sam eeciencies.Forillustrativepurposes,wedem on-
stratehow thisisaccom plished forthe !  +  
based on m odicationsto thepublished BABAR analy-
sis[12]. The published analysism anaged to suppress
the backgrounds for the data set without explicitly
identifying the Standard M odel decaysforthe non-
signal and using the loosestm uon identication al-
gorithm s.
MuonCosThetaCM*MuonCharge

















FIG .15:D istribution ofthecosineofthesignal-sidem uon
m ultiplied by the m uon charge for signaland background





 search analysisatSuperB .
Table X sum m arizes the sensitivities for various
LFV decays.
TABLE X:Expected 90% CL upperlim itsand 4 discovery
reach on  !   and  !  +   LFV decayswith
75 ab
 1
with a polarized electron beam .
Process Expected 90% CL 4 D iscovery
upperlim ited Reach
B( !  ) 2 10 9 5 10 9
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2. Lepton universality
Tree-levelHiggs exchanges in supersym m etric new
physicsm odelscan inducem odicationsoflepton uni-
versality oforder 0.1% [13],sm aller but close to the
present experim ental accuracy of  0:2% [14]. As
discussed in Ref.[15],SuperB can probably m easure
lepton universality to 0:1% or better. However the
m easurem ent is lim ited by experim ental system atic
uncertaintieson the m easurem entofthe tau leptonic
branching fractionsand the tau lifetim e,asthe m od-
estprogressprovided by the existing B Factoriesalso
conrm s[16]. Therefore itcannotbe advocated that
theSuperB advantagesin term soflum inosity arecru-
cialand necessary forthe advancem entofthispartic-
ular sector,although large statisticalsam ples willbe
an advantage to reduce experim entalsystem atic un-
certainties.
3. Tau CP V ,ED M and g 2
P redictions from N ew P hysics m odels
CP violation and T-odd observables in tau decay
CP violation in the quark sectorhasbeen observed
both in the K and in the B system s;the experim en-
talresults are thus far fully explained by the com -
plex phase of the CK M m atrix. O n the contrary,
CP violation in the lepton sector has yet not been
observed. W ithin the Standard M odel,CP -violating
eects in charged-lepton decays are predicted to be
vanishingly sm all. For instance,the CP asym m etry
rate of  ! K  0 is estim ated to be of order
O (10 12 ) [17]. Evidence for CP violation in tau de-
cay would therefore be a clearsignalofNew Physics.
In one instance,the  ! K S
  rate asym m etry,a
sm allCP asym m etry of3:3 10 3 isinduced by the
known CP -violating phaseoftheK 0K 0 m ixing am pli-
tude [18]. Thisasym m etry isknown to 2% precision.
Thus,thism odecan serveasa calibration,and in ad-
dition, any deviation from the expected asym m etry
would be a sign ofNew Physics.
M ost of the known New Physics m odels cannot
generate observable CP -violating eects in  decays
(see e.g., [6]). The only known exceptions are R
parity-violating supersym m etry [19]or specic non-
supersym m etricm ulti-Higgsm odels.In such a fram e-
work,the CP asym m etries ofvarious -decay chan-
nels can be enhanced up to the 10 1 level,without
conicting with otherobservables,and saturating the
experim entallim its obtained by CLEO [20]. Sim ilar
com m entsalso apply to T-odd CP -violating asym m e-
triesin the angulardistribution of decays.
Tau electric dipole m om ent
In natural SUSY fram eworks, lepton EDM s (d‘)
scale linearly with the lepton m ass. As a result,the
existinglim itson theelectron EDM generallypreclude
any visibleeectin the  and  cases.In m ulti-Higgs
m odels, however, EDM s scale with the cube of the
lepton m asses [21],d can thus be substantially en-
hanced. However,in thiscase the electron and m uon
EDM sreceivesizabletwo-loop eectsvia Barr-Zeedi-
agram s, which again scale linearly with the lepton
m asses. As a result,one can derive an approxim ate
bound d < 0:1 (m=m )
3(m =m e)de which isstill
very strong. From the present experim ental upper
bound on the electron EDM ,de < 10




The Standard M odel prediction for the m uon
anom alous m agnetic m om ent is not in perfect agree-
m entwith recentexperim entalresults. In particular,




  (3 1) 10
 9 .W ithin theM SSM ,
thisdiscrepancy can naturally beaccom m odated,pro-
vided tan > 10 and  > 0.
A m easurem ent ofthe  anom alous m agnetic m o-
m entcould be very usefulto conrm ordisprove the
interpretation ofa  asdueto New Physicscontribu-
tions.The naturalscaling ofheavy-particleeectson
lepton m agneticdipolem om ents,im pliesa =a  
m 2=m
2
. Thus,ifwe interpretthe presentm uon dis-




  (3 1) 10
 9 asasignal
ofNew Physics,we should expecta   10
 6 .
In thesupersym m etriccase,such an estim ateholds
foralltheSPS points(seeTableXI)and,m oregener-
ally,in the lim itofalm ostdegenerateslepton m asses.
If m 2~ < < m
2
~
(as happens, for instance, in the
so-called eective-SUSY scenario),a  could be en-
hanced up to the 10 5 level.
TABLE XI:Valuesofa  and a  forvariousSPS points.
SPS 1a 1b 2 3 4 5
a   10
 9
3.1 3.2 1.6 1.4 4.8 1.1
a   10
 6
0.9 0.9 0.5 0.4 1.4 0.3
SuperB experim entalreach
CP violation and T-odd observables in tau decay
A rstsearch forCP violation in tau decay hasbeen
conducted by the CLEO collaboration [20], looking
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for a tau-charge-dependent asym m etry of the angu-
lar distribution of the hadronic system produced in
 ! KS. In m ulti-HiggsdoubletNew Physics,the
CP -violating asym m etry arises from the Higgs cou-
pling and the interference between S wave scalarex-
change and P wave vector exchange. The Cabibbo-
suppressed decay m ode into K S hasa largerm ass-
dependentHiggscoupling;theeventsin thesidebands
ofthe K S m assdistributionscan thusbe used to cal-
ibrate the detector response. W ith a data sam ple of
13.3fb
 1
(12:2 106 tau pairs),the m ean ofthe opti-
m alasym m etryobservableishi= (  2:0 1:8) 10 3 .
As the above m easurem ent relies on detector cali-
bration with side-band events,it is conceivable that
SuperB with 75ab
 1
would notbelim ited by system -
aticsand would thereforereach an experim entalreso-
lution hi 2:4 10 5 .
Tau electric dipole m om ent
The tau electric dipole m om ent (EDM ) inuences
both the angulardistributionsand thepolarization of
thetau produced in e+ e  annihilation.W ith a polar-
ized beam ,itispossibleto constructobservablesfrom
the angular distribution of the products of a single
tau decay that unam biguously discrim inate between
the contribution due to the tau EDM and other ef-
fects [22,23]. Recentwork hasprovided an estim ate
oftheSuperB upperlim itsensitivity fortherealpart




[22]. The result assum es a 100% polarized
electron beam colliding with unpolarized positronsat
the (4S) peak,no uncertainty on the polarization,
and perfectreconstruction ofthe tau decays ! .
Studieshavebeen doneassum ing m orerealisticcondi-
tions:
 an electron beam with a linear polarization of
80%  1% ;
 80% geom etricacceptance;
 track reconstruction eciency 97:5%  0:1%
(sim ilarly to what has been achieved in LEP
analyses[24]and BABARISR analyses[25].
The processe+ e  ! +   issim ulated with the K K
generator [26] and the Tauola package for tau de-
cay [26]; the sim ulation includes the com plete spin
correlation density m atrix ofthe initial-state beam s
and the nalstate tau leptons. Tau EDM eectsare
sim ulated by weighting thetau decay productangular
distributions. The studies are not com plete,and do
notyetincludeuncertaintiesin reconstructing thetau
direction.Theprelim inaryindicationsarethatthetau
EDM experim entalresolution is 10 10 20 ecm ,cor-
responding to an angularasym m etry of3 10 5 ;the
uncertaintiesin trackreconstruction givea 1 10 20
system aticcontribution.Asym m etriesproportionalto
the tau EDM depend on eventsthatgo into the sam e
detector regionsbut arise from tau leptons produced
atdierentangles,m inim izing theim pactofeciency
uncertainties. Itm ustbe added thatallthe hadronic
tau channelshave atleasttheoretically the sam e sta-
tisticalpower as the  !  m ode in m easuring the
tau polarization [27],and can thereforebeused to im -
provethe experim entalresolution.
A search forthe tau EDM with unpolarized beam s
has been com pleted at Belle [28]. In this case,one
m ustm easurecorrelationsoftheangulardistributions
ofboth tau leptonsin the sam eevents,thereby losing
in both reconstruction eciency and statisticalpre-
cision. The analysis shows the im pact ofineciency
and uncertaintiesin the tau direction reconstruction,
and also dem onstrates that alltau decays,including
leptonic decays with two neutrinos,provide statisti-
cally usefulinform ation for m easurem ent ofthe tau
EDM .W ith 29:5fb
 1
ofdata,the experim entalreso-
lution on therealand im aginary partsofthetau EDM
is[0:9  1:7] 10 17 ecm ,including system aticeects.
An optim isticextrapolation to SuperB at75ab
 1
,as-
sum ing system aticeectscan bereduced according to
statistics,correspondstoan experim entalresolution of
[17  34] 10 20 .
Tau g 2
In a m annersim ilarto an EDM ,thetau anom alous
m om ent (g  2) inuences both the angular distribu-
tion and thepolarization ofthetau produced in e+ e 
annihilation.Polarized beam sallow the m easurem ent
oftherealpartofthe g  2 form factorby statistically
m easuringthetau polarization with theangulardistri-
butionsofitsdecay products.Bernabeu etal.[29]es-
tim atethatSuperB with 75ab
 1
willm easurethereal
and im aginarypartoftheg 2form factoratthe(4S)
with a resolution in therange[0:75  1:7] 10 6 .Two
m easurem entsoftherealpartofg 2areproposed,one
tting the polarangle distribution ofthe tau leptons,
and one based on the m easurem entofthe tau trans-
verse and longitudinalpolarization from the angular
distribution ofitsdecay products.Alleventswith tau
leptons decaying either in  or  are considered,
butno detectoreectsare accounted for.Forthe tau
polarization m easurem ents,electron beam s with per-
fectly known 100% polarization are assum ed. Studies
sim ulating m ore realistic experim entalconditions are
ongoing.W hile the polarangle distribution m easure-
m entwillconceivably suerfrom uncertaintiesin the
taudirection reconstruction,theprelim inaryresultson
thetau EDM m easurem ent,m entioned above,indicate
that asym m etries m easuring the tau polarization are
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least aected by reconstruction system atics. Trans-
posing the prelim inary results obtained with sim ula-
tions for the tau EDM to the realpart ofthe g  2
form factor, one can estim ate that a = (g   2)=2
can bem easured with a statisticalerrorof2:4 10 6 ,
with system aticeectsfrom reconstruction uncertain-
tiesoneorderofm agnitudelower.
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Spectroscopy and the
D ecays ofQ uarkonia
Although the Standard M odel is well-established,
Q CD,the fundam entaltheory ofstrong interactions,
provides a quantitative com prehension only of phe-
nom enaatveryhigh energyscales,whereperturbation
theory iseectivedueto asym ptoticfreedom .Thede-
scription ofhadron dynam icsbelow the Q CD dim en-
sionaltransm utation scale istherefore farfrom being
underfulltheoreticalcontrol.
System s that include heavy quark-antiquark pairs
(quarkonia) are a unique and, in fact, ideallabora-
tory forprobingboth thehigh energyregim esofQ CD,
where an expansion in term softhe coupling constant
ispossible,and thelow energy regim es,wherenonper-
turbativeeectsdom inate.Forthisreason,quarkonia
have been studied for decades in great detail. The
detailed levelofunderstanding ofthe quarkonia m ass
spectra issuch thata particle m im icking quarkonium
properties, but not tting any quarkonium level, is
m ost likely to be considered to be ofa dierent na-
ture.
In particular,in the pastfew yearsthe B Factories
and the Tevatron have provided evidence for states
thatdo notadm itthe conventionalm esonic interpre-
tation and thatinstead could bem adeofalargernum -
berofconstituents(see Sec.2).W hile thispossibility
hasbeen considered since the beginning ofthe quark
m odel[1],theactualidentication ofsuch stateswould
representa m ajorrevolution in ourunderstanding of
elem entaryparticles.Itwould alsoim ply theexistence
ofalargenum berofadditionalstatesthathavenotyet
been observed.
Finally,the study ofthe strong bound statescould
be ofrelevance to understanding the Higgs boson,if
it turns out to be itselfa bound state,as predicted
by severaltechnicolor m odels (with or without extra
dim ensions)[2].




lyingstateisexpected tohavequantum num bers
JP C = 0+   . Since a quarkonium state cannot
have these quantum num bers (see below),this
a unique signature for hybrids. An additional
signatureisthepreferencefora hybrid to decay
into quarkonium and a state that can be pro-
duced by the excited gluons(e:g:,+   pairs);
seee:g:,Ref.[3].
 m olecules:bound statesoftwom esons,usually
represented as [Q q][q0Q ],where Q is the heavy
quark. The system would be stable ifthe bind-
ing energy were to set the m ass of the states
below the sum ofthe two m eson m asses. W hile
thiscould be the caseforwhen Q = b,thisdoes
not apply for Q = c,the case for which m ost
ofthe current experim entaldata exist. In this
case,the two m esonscan be bound by pion ex-
change. This m eans that only states decaying
strongly into pions can bind with otherm esons
(e:g:,there could be D D states),but that the
bound statecould decay into itsconstituents[4].
 tetraquarks: a bound quark pair,neutralizing
its color with a bound antiquark pair, usually
represented as[Q q][q0Q ].A fullnonetofstatesis
predicted foreach spin-parity,i:e:,a largenum -
berofstatesare expected. There isno need for
these statesto be closeto any threshold [5].
In addition,before the panoram a ofstates is fully
claried,there is always the lurking possibility that
som e ofthe observed states are m isinterpretationsof
threshold eects: a given am plitude m ight be en-
hanced when new hadronic nalstates becom e ener-
getically possible,even in the absenceofresonances.
W hiletherearenow severalgood experim entalcan-
didates for unconventionalstates,the overallpicture
is not com plete and needs conrm ation, as well as
discrim ination between the alternative explanations.
A m uch larger dataset than is currently available is
needed,at severalenergies,to pursue this program ;
thiscapability isuniquely within thereach ofSuperB .
Finally, bottom onium decays also allow direct
searches for physics beyond the Standard M odel in
regions ofthe param eters space that have not been
reached by LEP.
1. Light m eson spectroscopy
Theproblem oftheinterpretation ofthelightscalar
m esons,nam ely f0;a0;;,isone ofthe oldestprob-
lem sin hadronicphysics[6].Form any yearstheques-
tion ofthe existenceofthe  m eson asa resonancein
 scatteringhasbeen debated [7];only recently hasa
thorough analysisof scattering am plitudes shown
that the (500) and (800) can be considered to be
properresonances[8].
Reconsideration ofthe  wastriggered by theE791
analysisofD ! 3 data [9];a num berofpapershave
com m ented on thoseresults,e:g:,Ref.[10].Theroleof
the scalarm esonsin severalexclusive B decayscould
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be ratherrelevant: forexam ple,in the perspective of
a high precision m easurem ent ofthe  angle at the
SuperB factory,the hadronic contributions,like the
one ofthe isoscalar  in B ! rho,m ust be prop-
erly controlled [11]. Also diverse studieson lightand
heavy scalarm esonscould beperform ed analyzingthe
Dalitz plots ofexclusive decays like B ! K K K and
B ! K .In thisrespect,having sucientstatistics
to clearly assessthe presence ofa scalar(800)reso-
nance,would certainly be a m ajor result for hadron
spectroscopy.
Beyond the \taxonom ic" interest in the classica-
tion ofscalarm esons,theideathatthesem esonscould
play a key rolein ourunderstanding ofaspectsofnon-
perturbative Q CD has been raised;see,for exam ple,
the interesting paper,Ref.[12].
In whatfollowswewould liketo underscorethelat-
terpointby observing that:
 Lightscalarm esonsare m ostlikely the lightest
particleswith an exoticstructure,i:e:,they can-
notbe classied asqq m esons.
 Theirdynam icsistightly connected with instan-
ton physics.Recentdiscussionshaveshown that
instanton eectsfacilitate the creation ofa con-
sistent m odelfor the description oflight scalar
m eson dynam ics, under the hypothesis that
theseparticlesarediquark-antidiquark m esons.
Therefore, new m odes of aggregation of quark
m atter could be established by the experim en-
tal/theoreticalinvestigation ofthese particles,further
expanding the roleofinstantonsin hadronicphysics.
The idea of four-quark m esons dates back to the
pioneering papersby Jae[13],whilethediscussion of
exotic m esons and hadrons in term s ofdiquarks was
introduced in Ref.[14]and then extended in Ref.[15]
to the scalarm eson sector.
In the following, we will assum e that the scalar
m esons below 1 G eV are indeed bound states of a
spin 0 diquark and an anti-diquark (we willoften call
thisa tetraquark).A spin 0 diquark eld can bewrit-
ten as:






whereLatin indiceslabelavorand G reek letterslabel
color.The colorissaturated,asin a standard qq m e-
son:q q.Therefore,sincea spin zero diquark isin a
3-avorrepresentation,nonetsofqq statesareallowed
(crypto-exotic states). The sub-G eV scalar m esons
m ostlikely representthe lowesttetraquark nonet.
The qq m odelof light-scalars is very eective at
explaining the m ost striking feature of these parti-
cles, nam ely their inverted pattern, with respect to
thatofordinary qq m esons,in them ass-versus-I3 dia-


























FIG .16:Vectorm esons(qqstates)and thesub-G eV scalar
m esonsin the I3   m plane.
Such a pattern is not explained in a qq m odel,
in which, for exam ple, the f0(980) would be an ss
state[10]whiletheI = 1,a0(980),would bea uu+ dd
state.Ifthiswerethe case,the degeneracy ofthe two
particlesappearsratherunnatural.
Besidesa correctdescription ofthem ass-I3 pattern,
the tetraquark m odeloersthe possibility ofexplain-
ing the decay ratesofscalarsata levelneverreached
by standard qq descriptions. The eective decay La-










where i;j are the avor labels of qi and qj, while
r;s;t;u are the avor labels ofthe quarks qt;qu and
qr;qs.cf istheeectivecoupling weighting thisinter-
action term and S; are the scalarand pseudoscalar
m atrices. This Lagrangian describes the quark ex-
changeam plitudeforthequarksto tunneloutoftheir
diquark shells to form ordinary m esons [15]. Such a
m echanism isan alternativeto thecolorstring break-
ing q QPPPPPPRqqQPPPPPPR q ! B B , i.e., a baryon-anti-
baryon decay,which isphase-space forbidden to sub-
G eV scalarm esons.
The m ain problem with eq.(35) is that it is not
able to describe the decay f0 ! , since f0 =
(q2q2 + q1q1)=
p
2,being 1;2;3 the u;d;s avors so
that,see equation (34),q1 = [ds]and q2 = [su]. An
annihilation diagram would beneeded to replacethes
quarks,inducing a sm allratethatdoesnotm atch the
observation.
Alternatively,one can suppose the m ixing between
thetwoisoscalarsf0 and  isatwork,the com ponent
(q3q3)providing the decay.However,asdiscussed
in [16], such m ixing is expected to be too sm all,<
5,to accountfor the structure ofthe inverted m ass
pattern (a precise determ ination ofthe  m asswould
be crucialto x thispoint).
A solution thatim provestheoverallagreem entwith
data ofalllight scalar m esons decay rates has been
found [16].In low energy Q CD,instantonsgeneratea
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i;j= 1;2;3being avorindices.Such a left-rightm ix-
ing interaction isscreened athigh energies,theinstan-
ton action scaling asS  exp(  82=g2). In addition
to the quark-exchange diagram s,described at the ef-
fectivetheory levelby theLagrangian ofeq.(35),(see
Fig.17 (a)),therearealso contributionssuch asthose
in Fig.17 (b)[17].
FIG . 17: D ecay of a tetraquark scalar m eson S in two
qq m esonsM 1M 2:(a)quark rearrangem ent(b)instanton-
induced process.
Thequark-levelinstantoninteraction,Fig.17(b),re-
ectsinto an eective m eson interaction ofthe kind:
LI = cITr(S  (@)
2); (37)
cI being an eectivecoupling ascf in (35).Assum ing
thatthelow energy dynam icsoflightscalarm esonsis
described by:
L = Lexch:+ LI; (38)
one can reach a rem arkably satisfying description of
lightm eson decays[16].Nam ely:
 Such agood description ofdecaysispossibleonly
if the assum ption is m ade that sub-G eV light
scalarsare diquark-antidiquark m esons(see Ta-
bleXII).In theqq hypothesis,the agreem entof
a0 ! 
0 with data appearsvery poor.
 Theinverted m assspectrum ofsuper-G eV scalar
m esonscan be explained by assum ing thatthey
form thelightestqqscalarm ultiplet,deform ed in
the m ass-I3 pattern by m ixing with the lowest
exotic m ultiplet ofsub-G eV scalar m esons (see
Fig.18 [16]).
O ne ofthe isoscalars in the decuplet in Fig.18 is
likely to be the lowest glueball; there are argum ents
favoring the f0(1500) as the m ost probable glueball
candidate.
W e quote a table from [16]describing atwhatlevel
one can tthe decaysofthe lightestscalarm esonsin
a diquark-antidiquark picture:
A relativeofthelowestlyingscalarm esonsm ayhave
been found very recently by BABAR: the Y (2175),a















FIG .18:Super-G eV scalarm esonsin the I3   m plane.
TABLE XII: N um erical results, am plitudes in G eV . Second
and third colum ns: results obtained with a decay Lagrangian
including or not including instanton eects, respectively (La-
bels I and no-I m ean that we add or do not add the instanton
contribution.).N o f0   m ixing isassum ed in thistable.Fourth
colum n:bestt,see text,with instanton eectsincluded.Fifth
colum n: predictions for a qq picture ofthe light scalars. The
   0 singlet-octet m ixing angle assum ed: 
P S
=   22 [18].
D ata for  and  decays are from [8],the reported am plitudes
correspond to:  tot()= 272  6, tot()= 557 24.
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This object could be a radialexcitation ofthe low-
estlying scalarm esons,ofthe kind q1q1 + q2q2 and
could strikingly m anifestallthe three tetraquark de-
caym echanism s:theinstanton(Y ! (1020)f0(980)),
the quark rearrangem ent(Y ! K K ),and the string
breaking (Y ! K K )m echanism s. Itis to be noted
thatonlytherstdecaym odehasbeen observed;there
areonly hintsofthe othertwo.
W etend toexcludethepossibilityofaY (2175)built
asq3q3 because,though itwould contain foursquarks
as the observed nalstate,it would involve spin 1
diquarks,becauseofFerm istatistics.Spin 1 diquarks
arethoughttobeenergeticallydisfavoured,but,worse,
theyarein the6f representation,thusrequiringalarge
num berofexotic particles:6 
 6 = 1  8  27. The
search forotherdecay m echanism swould bequitecru-
cialto testthishypothesis.
Searches ofradially excited partners ofthe scalar
m esonsin the high statisticsdata sam plesfrom a Su-
perB factory,would deeplyim provethecom prehension
ofthetetraquarkpicture.Togiveanexam ple,consider
thatpredictionsoflighterpartnersofthe Y (2175),to
befound in ISR,areathand.Arethegood,spin zero,
diquarkstheonlyrelevantbuildingblocks,orbad,spin
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one,diquarksare also eective degreesoffreedom to
describestatesathigherm assthan thestandard scalar
nonets? Itisdecisivetounderstand towhatextentthe
actualm odelsform ultiquark particlesarepredictive.
2. C harm onium
In thepastfew yearstheB Factorieshaveobserved
severalstateswith clearcc content,which do notbe-
have like standard m esons,and thatare therefore an
indication ofnew spectroscopy.
The X (3872)wasthe rststate found thatdid not
easily t into charm onium spectroscopy. It was ini-
tially observed decaying into J= +   with a m ass
justbeyond theopen charm threshold [20].The+  
invariant m ass distribution, the observation of the
X ! J=  and thefullangularanalysisfrom CDF [21]
and Belle [22]favorthe assignm entofJP C = 1+ + for
this state,and ofB ! J=  as its dom inant decay.
Therearethereforeseveralindicationsthatthisisnot
a charm onium state: the m ass assignm ent does not
m atch any prediction oflong-veried potentialm odels
(see Fig.19);the dom inant decay would be isospin-
violating;and the stateisrelatively narrow (lessthan
a few M eV) despite that fact that its m ass is above
threshold forthe production oftwo charm ed m esons.
FIG .19: M easured m asses ofthe newly observed states,
positioned in the spectroscopy according to their m ost
likely quantum num bers. The charged state (Z(4430))
clearly hasno C quantum num ber.
Another aspect ofinterest ofthe X (3872) are the
m easurem ents ofits m ass,the m ost recent ofwhich
is Ref.[23]: there isan indication thatthere are two
dierent particles,one decaying into J=  and one
into D 0D 0,theirm assesdiering by about4.5 stan-
dard deviations.Thisobservation m akesthe X (3872)
a good tetraquark candidate:di-quarkswith an heavy
m eson are,in fact,avor-triplets,and therefore pairs
give rise to the sam e nonetstructure asconventional
m esons. There should therefore be two states with
S = I3 = 0 very close in m ass [5]. W ithout this
evidence,the closeness to the D 0D 0 threshold sug-
geststhe hypothesisthatthisisa m olecule com posed
ofthese two m esons.
Furtherm ore, the B Factories investigate a large
rangeofm assesforparticleswith JP C = 1   by look-
ing foreventswhere the initialstate radiation brings
thee+ e  center-of-m assenergy down to theparticle’s
m ass. W hile in principle only particles already ob-
served in R = had= scanscould be produced,the
high lum inosity hasallowed theobservation ofseveral
new particles: the Y (4260) ! J= +   [24], the
Y (4350) [25]and the Y (4660)[26],both observed in
theirdecay to  (2S).
The invariant m ass of the two pions in these de-
cays is a criticalobservable in discerning the nature
ofthese particles,which are unlikely to be charm o-
nium , since their m asses are above the open-charm
threshold, yet they are relatively narrow. Further-
m ore,their decays to two charm ed m esons have not
yetbeen observed,the m oststringentlim itbeing [27]
B(Y (4260)! D D )=B(Y (4260)! J= +   )< 1:0@
90% condencelevel.
Figure 20 showsthe di-pion invariantm assspectra
forallregionsin which new resonanceshavebeen ob-
served.Thereissom eindication thatonlytheY (4660)
has a well-dened interm ediate state (m ost likely an
f0),whileothershavea m orecom plex structure.
Theseobservationsm aketheY (4260)agood hybrid
candidate,and the Y (4350)and Y (4660)good candi-
datesfor[cd][cd]and [cs][cs]tetraquarks,respectively.
The latter would,in fact,preferto decay into an f0,
while the m ass dierence between the two states is
consistentwith the hypothesisthatthe two belong to
the sam enonet.
The turning point in the query for states beyond
charm onium was therefore the observation by the
Belle Collaboration ofa charged state decaying into
 (2S) [28]. Figure 21 showsthe tto the  (2S)
invariantm assdistribution in B !  (2S)K decays,
returning a m assM = 4433 4M eV=c
2
and a width
  = 44+ 17 13 M eV.
In term sofquarks,such astatem ustcontain acand
ac,butgivenitschargeitm ustalsocontainatleastau
and a d.Theonlyopen optionsarethetetraquark,the
m olecule orthreshold eects. The latter two options
areviabledueto theclosenessoftheD 1D
 threshold.
Finding the corresponding neutralstate,observing
a decay m ode ofthe sam e state,or at least having
a conrm ation of its existence, are criticalbefore a
com pletepicture can be drawn.
There are severalreasonswhy a run atfty to one
hundred tim es the existing integrated lum inosity is
criticalto converttheseofhintsinto a com plete,solid
picture:
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FIG .20:D i-pion invariantm assdistribution in Y (4260)! J= +   (left),Y (4350)!  (2S)+   (center),



















FIG . 21: The  (2S) invariant m ass distribution in
B !  (2S)K decays.
 allthenew states,apartfrom theX (3872),have
been observed in only a single decay channel,
with signicance that are barely above 5. a
hundredfold increase in statistics would allow
searchesin severalotherm odes. Itisin partic-
ular criticalto observe both the decay to char-
m onium and toD -m eson pairsand/orD s m eson
pairs.Sincethebranching fraction ofobservable
nalstates for the D and especially for the D s
m esonsareparticularlylow,currentexperim ents
do nothavethesensitivity to observeallthede-
cays.
 the m odels predict several other states, such
as the neutralpartners ofthe Z(4430)and the
nonet partners,for instance [cd][cs]candidates
decaying into a charm onium state and a kaon,
ata signicantly lowerrate (see e:g:,Ref.[29])
than theobserved m odes.Furtherm ore,several
ofthesestatesdecay into particles(in particular
neutralpionsand kaons)thathave a low detec-
tion eciency.
3. B ottom onium
Exotic states with two bottom quarks, analogous
to those with two charm quarks, could also exist.
In this respect,bottom onium spectroscopy is a very
good testbench for speculations advanced to explain
the charm onium states. O n the otherside,searching
fornew bottom onium statesism orechallenging,since
they tend to be broader and there are m ore possible
decay channels.Thisexplainswhy therearestilleight
unobserved states with m asses below open bottom o-
nium threshold.
Am ong the known states,there isalready one with
unusualbehavior: there has been a recent observa-
tion [30]ofan anom alousenhancem ent,by two orders
ofm agnitude,oftherateof(5S)decaystothe(1S)
ora (2S)and two pions. Thisindicatesthateither
the (5S) itselfor a state very close by in m ass has
a decay m echanism thatenhancesthe am plitudes for
theseprocesses.
In orderto understand whetherthe exoticstateco-
incideswith the (5S))ornot,a high lum inosity (at
least 20 fb 1 per point to have a 10% error)scan of
the resonanceregion isneeded.
In any case,the presence oftwo decay channelsto
other bottom onium states excludes the possibility of
this state being a m olecular aggregate,but allother
m odelsarepossible,and would predicta largevariety
ofnotyetobserved states.
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Asan exam ple,one can estim ate possible resonant
states with the tetraquark m odel,by assum ing that
them assesofstateswith twobquarkscan beobtained
from one with two c quarks by adding the m ass dif-
ference between the (1S))and the J= . Underthis
assum ption,which worksapproxim atelyfortheknown
bottom onium states,wecouldexpectthreenonetsthat
could be produced by the (3S) and decaying into
(1S)and pions. Assum ing thatthe production and
decay ratesofthese new statesarecom parableto the
charm onium states, and assum ing a data sam ple of
(3S)eventscom parablein sizeto thecurrent(4S)
sam pleisneeded to clarify thepicture,wewould need
about 109 (3S) m esons, corresponding to an inte-
grated lum inosity of0.3 ab 1 .
Asalready m entioned,searching forbottom onium -
likestateswould requirehigherstatisticsthan thecor-
respondingcharm onium ones;thisthereforerepresents
an even strongercaseforSuperB .
4. Search for Physics B eyond the
Standard M odelin B ottom onium
D ecays
In spiteofintensivesearchesperform ed atLEP [31],
thepossibility ofaratherlightnon-standard Higgsbo-
son hasnotbeen ruled outin severalscenariosbeyond
theStandard M odel[32{34],duetothefactthatanew
scalarm ay beuncharged underthegaugesym m etries,
sim ilarto a sterileneutrino in theferm ion case.These
studiesindicatethatitsm asscould be lessthan twice
the b m ass, placing it within the reach of SuperB .
M oreover,theLHC m ightnotbeableto unravelasig-
nalfrom a lightHiggsboson whosem assisbelow B B
threshold,since it willbe dicult for the soft decay
productsto passthe LHC triggers.Dark m atterm ay
alsobelight,evadingLEP searchesifitdoesnotcouple
strongly to theZ 0 [35{38].SuperB willberequired in
m ost ofthese casesto precisely determ ine its m asses
and couplings,and willplay an im portant discovery
role.
Light H iggses
A Higgsh with M h < M  can beproduced in (nS)














where X d is a m odel-dependent quantity containing
thecoupling oftheHiggsto bottom quarks,m b isthe
bottom quark m ass,  and G F are the electroweak








pseudoscalarHiggsisnotunexpected in m any exten-
sionsofthe SM .Asan especially appealing exam ple,
theNext-to-M inim alSupersym m etricStandard M odel
(NM SSM )hasagaugesingletaddedtotheM SSM two-
doubletHiggssector(see[40]and referencestherein for
a shortsum m ary ofotherscenariosleading to a light
Higgsboson)leading to seven physicalHiggsbosons,
veofthem neutral,including two pseudoscalars.
In the lim it ofeither slightly broken R or Peccei-
Q uinn (PQ ) sym m etries, the lightest CP -odd Higgs
boson (denoted by A 1)can be m uch lighterthan the
otherHiggsbosons. Interestingly,the authorsof[32]
interpretthe excessofZ 0+ b-jeteventsfound atLEP
asasignal,in thisform alism ,ofaStandard M odel-like
Higgsdecaying partly into bb,butdom inantly into ’s
via two lightpseudoscalars.
Letuswrite the physicalHiggsboson A 1 asa m ix-
tureofsinglet(A s)and non-singlet(A M SSM )fractions
param etrized by the angleA ,according to
A 1 = cosA A M SSM + sinA A s
The A 1 coupling to down-type ferm ions turns outto
beproportionalto X d = cosA tan,wheretan de-
notes the ratio ofthe vevs ofthe up-and down-type
Higgsbosons.ForcosA close to zero,the A 1 alm ost
com pletely decouplesfrom avorphysics.However,if
cosA  0:1  0:5,presentLEP and B physicsbounds
can besim ultaneouslysatised [41],whilealightHiggs





  ); n = 1;2;3:
As this light Higgs acquires its couplings to Stan-
dard M odelferm ions via m ixing with the Standard
M odelHiggs, it therefore couples to m ass, and will
decay to the heaviest available Standard M odel
ferm ion. In the region M A 1 > 2M , there are two
m easurem ents which have sensitivity: lepton univer-
sality of decays,and searchesfora m onochrom atic
photon peak in tauonic decays.
T he m easurem ent oflepton universality com -
pares the branching ratios of to e+ e  ,+   and
+   [42, 43], which should all be identical up to
kinem atic factors in the Standard M odel,due to the
gauge sym m etry. It is relevant especially when the
A 1 m ass is within about 500 M eV ofan  m ass,so
thatthem onochrom aticphoton signalisburied under
backgrounds. It is also the best m easurem ent when
M A 1 > M  ,which causesthere to be a photon spec-
trum ,ratherthan m onochrom aticline.
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eff=200 GeV, Aκ=-33...-21 GeV, Aλ=-230...-200 GeV
Atop=600 GeV, Msq=Msl=1 TeV
FIG .22: Plot ofX d = cosA tan (blue points) and A 1
m ass in G eV (red crosses) versus tan. Allpoints were
generated using theNM HD ECAY code[44]satisfying both
LEP andB physics constraints using a particular set of
NM SSM param eters[45].
Using the NM HDECAY code [44], we have ran-
dom ly generated m asses and couplings for the A 1
Higgs below the B B threshold,under the condition
of passing all current LEP and B physics bounds
built into the NM HDECAY [41]. W e actually chose
a physically-m otivated setofNM SSM param etersfa-
voring the existence ofa scenario with ofa light A 1
[34,45].
In Fig.22 we plot the resulting points ofour scan
forthe A 1 m assand X d valuesasa function oftan.
Let us stress that,in view ofthe available large X d
values,such a lightCP -odd Higgscould providea sig-
nalin  leptonic decays,whosersthintwould be an
apparent breaking oflepton universality,e.g. at the
few percentlevel.Indeed,the tauonicm ode would be
(slightly)enhanced by the New Physicschannelwith
respect to the electronic and m uonic m odes,because
ofthe large leptonic m assdierence [40,42,43]. The
degreeofenhancem entofthe tauonicchannel(i:e:,of
the New Physics contribution) obviously depends on
the assum ed set ofthe NM SSM param eters(notably
tan)butseem ssizeableforreasonablevaluesofthem ,
ascan be seen from Fig.22.
M oreover, the observation (non-observation) of a
m onochrom atic photon from the radiative process
would becom e the sm oking gun pointing out(exclud-
ing)the existence ofsuch a lightnon-standard Higgs
boson.
In the search for m onochrom atic photons the
rstrelevantdecaym odeis(3S)! (1S)+   rst,
followed by (1S)! +   ,which has only a 4.5%
branching fraction,buthaslow background.The sec-
ond decay m ode is (3S) ! +   , which suers


















Y(3S) -> Y(1S)pi+pi− -> pi+pi−γτ+τ−
Y(3S) -> γτ+τ−
5 σ Discovery limit on X in Y->γττ
FIG . 23: Plot of the 5 discovery potential of SuperB


















red).An integrated lum inosity of1 ab
 1
wasassum ed.
from m uch worse backgrounds from e+ e  ! +   
events,butalso hasa rate thatism ore than a factor
often higher. The corresponding exclusion plots are
in Fig.23.
Invisible decays and light dark m atter
Finally, if Dark M atter is lighter than 5 G eV, it
willrequirea SuperB Factory to determ ine itsprop-
erties. G enerally,in this m ass region one needs two
particles, the dark m atter particle , and a boson
that couples it to the Standard M odelU . The m ost
prom ising searches are in invisible and radiative de-
cays ofthe ,which can be m easured in the m ode
(3S)! +   (1S) ! +   + invisible,which is
sensitiveto a vectorU .However,to substantially im -
proveon existingm easurem entsfrom Belleand CLEO ,
far-forward tagging m ustbeincorporated into thede-
sign ofthe detector. Thisisneeded to veto eventsin
which the(1S)decaysto a two-body state,with de-
cay productsthatdisappeardown the beam pipe [37].
The second m ost prom ising signature is radiative
decays !  + invisible.Thisisprobably the m ost
favored m odetheoretically,and issensitiveto a scalar
or pseudoscalarU . The m ediator coupling the Stan-
dard M odelparticlesto nal-state ’scan be a pseu-
doscalarHiggs,U = A 1,which can be naturally light,
and would appear in this m ode [38]. In such m odels
the Dark M attercan be naturally be a bino-like neu-
tralino.
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5. Sum m ary
SuperB willopen a unique window on thisphysics
becauseitallowsa high statisticsstudy ofthecurrent
hints ofnew aggregationsofquarks and gluons. Be-
sidesthephysicsonecanstudyin runningatthe(4S)
resonance,the following alternativeenergiesareofin-
terest:(3S)(atleast0.3ab 1 )and ahigh lum inosity
scan between 4-5 G eV (5 M eV stepsof0.2 fb 1 each
would requireatotalof40fb 1 )[46].W hilethisisnot
hugestatistics,thisscan isonly feasiblewith SuperB .
Theonly possiblecom petitor,BES-III,isnotplanning
toscan above4G eV,sincetheirdatasam plewould,in
any case,belowerthan thatoftheB Factoriesalone.
Finally,thesearch forexoticparticlesam ongthede-
cay products ofthe bottom onia can probe regionsof
the param etersspace ofnon-m inim alsupersym m etric
m odelsthatcannotbeotherwiseexplored directly,for
instance at LHC.These studies are particularly e-
cientwhen producing (nS)m esonswith n < 4.
The superiority of SuperB with respect to the
planned upgrade ofBelle lies both in the ten tim es
higher statistics, which broadens the range of cross
sectionsthe experim entissensitiveto,butalso in the
exibility to changecenterofm assenergy.
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! Y ) B 50pb as m easured for
theY (4320)in Ref.[25]and requireatleastten thou-
sand eventsperresonance.




W e describe herein the toolsused to sim ulate physics
events and evaluate detector perform ance at the
SuperB avor factory. The sim ulation should m eet
two m ain requirem ents. First,since the design ofthe
subsystem s is evolving, the user should be able to
perform optim ization studiesand m odify thedetector
description in a sim ple way. Second, the program
should be very fast,to sim ulate very large num bers
of physics events. Table XIII shows the event rate
expected ata lum inosity of1:0 1036 cm  2 s 1 .O ver
one yearittranslatesto 1:1 1010 (4S)decaysand
a totalofabout5:4 1010 e+ e  ! qq (q= u;d;s;c;b)
and +   decays.
TABLE XIII:Physicsratesat1:0 1036 cm  2 s 1 .
























Atthisstage,a single toolcannotfulllcom pletely
both requirem ents. Therefore the developm entofthe
sim ulation tools m oves along parallelpaths. A very
fastand relativelysim plesim ulation program hasbeen
already developed and isoperational.Itcan sim ulate
largeam ountsofboth hadronicand +   eventswhile
allowing to som eextentthem odication ofthedetec-
tor conguration. An upgrade schedule has been de-
ned to increase the accuracy ofthe sim ulation with-
outsacricing thespeed.M oredetailsareprovided in
the nextsection.
In parallel,a projectisplanned where the detailed
description ofboth the detector and the interaction
region aredonewithin the G eant4 [1]fram ework.
Finally, the BABAR sim ulation and reconstruction
packages are being used to perform SuperB subde-
tector optim ization studies. Although som e aspects
ofthe BABAR sim ulation m ake its evolution towards
SuperB not attractive, there are good reasons why
thepossibility ofexploring itforSuperB can continue
to be particularly im portant. Detailed perform ance
evaluations for SuperB can in fact be carried out by
introducing m inor m odications to the BABAR detec-
tor. This willrepresent for a while the m ain option
availableto extracttheparam etersneeded asinputby
theSuperB fastsim ulation.Negotiationswith BABAR
m anagem entarecurrently underway to extend access
to non-BABAR m em bers.
T he param etric fast sim ulation
The sim plest fast sim ulation program we have,
nam ed PravdaM C [2], is a very fast M onte Carlo
which uses param etrization to sim ulate the detector
response. The radius,thickness and m aterialofthe
beam pipe is congurable. The tracking system can
be m odied by changing the num ber ofactive layers
ofthesilicon detector,theintrinsicspatialresolutions
and the am ount ofinteraction length,as wellas the
num berand dim ension ofthe driftcham bercellsand
their spatialresolutions. The current tracking algo-
rithm isTRACK ERR [3]which startsfrom the truth
M onteCarlocharged particletoproducethetrackand
evaluatetheerrorm atrix ofitsparam eterstaking into
account the energy loss and the m ultiple scattering.
Them ain lim itation isthatthetrajectory isnotm od-
ied by the energy loss and therefore it is a perfect
helix. This approxim ation is poor for very low m o-
m entum tracks,likesoftpionsfrom D  .
The response ofthe electrom agnetic calorim eter is
analytic. In the current version ofthe program ,the
response of the DIRC and IFR to the passage ofa
chargedparticleisim plem ented asan eciencym ap of
a particleidentication algorithm provided externally.
PravdaM C usesthe sam e generators-fram ework in-
terface as used by the BABAR sim ulation code. In
particular it can generate both hadronic e+ e  !
qq events (including obviously e+ e  ! (4S)) and
e+ e  ! +   events.In the lattercase itispossible
to generate eventswhere the e  ore+ beam sare po-
larized,which isa uniqueand im portantaspectofthe
 physicsprogram atthe SuperB avorfactory.
Activity isongoingto develop an im proved fastsim -
ulation. It uses PravdaM C as a basis but eventually
itwillbecom e a com pletely dierentprogram . First,
TRACK ERR isreplaced by a m oreaccuratetrack t-
ting algorithm based on the BABAR track reconstruc-
tion and taking into accountallthe eects ofthe in-
teraction between particlesand m aterials.Second,the
response of the DIRC, EM C and IFR is sim ulated
through the param etrization ofthe physicsquantities
m easured by each subsystem and used to perform the
analysisofthe physicsevents. Severalsourcescan be
used to tunetheparam etrization ofthedetectorsout-
put: the realdata collected by the BABAR detector,
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the G eant4 sim ulation ofthe BABAR detectorand the
standalone detailed sim ulation ofthe SuperB subsys-
tem s.
R eadout and analysis ofsim ulated data
The analysis of sim ulated events requires several
specic tools. Com position and vertexing algorithm s
for the reconstruction ofthe signaldecay trees,the
algorithm s to determ ine the avor and vertex posi-
tion ofthe recoilB ,and an extensive set ofutilities
for signal/background separation are inherited from
the BABAR experim ent and therefore are m ature and
fully functional.Theoutputofthesim ulation with the
inform ation ofthe sim ulated tracksand neutralclus-
terstogetherwith the reconstructed com posite parti-
cles are stored in RO O T les [4]. Eort is ongoing
to m ake the existing toolsindependent ofthe BABAR
fram ework.
Sim ulation w ith G eant4
A m edium -term plan for the developm ent ofa de-
tailed sim ulation ofthe SuperB detectorhasbeen de-
ned. The sim ulation ofthe m achine-induced back-
groundsisatpresentaccom plished with a G eant4 ap-
plication that incorporates a prelim inary description
of the SuperB detector volum es. This initialeort
ofdescribing the SuperB detectorin G eant4 can rep-
resent the basis for the future developm ent ofa de-
tailed detector sim ulation. At present som e work is
needed to im prove the usability and m aintainability
ofthe toolforbackground studies. The m ostim por-
tantim provem entconsistsin decoupling thegeom etry
description from the code. The "technology" isavail-
able,sinceusingam arkup languagetoallow denition
ofgeom etry data in XM L form atisnow im plem ented
in G eant4 through G DM L les. Input from the sub-
detectorsisneeded torenethecurrentinitialm odels.
W hen the detailed sim ulation ofthe SuperB detector
willbe available,itwillbe used to tune the outputof
thefastsim ulation includingtheeectsofthem achine
backgrounds.
Sim ulation oftau pair production w ith
polarized beam s
The SuperB projectincludesthe ability to operate
with an 85% longitudinally polarized electron beam ,
which is especially relevant for tau physics studies.
Forthisdocum ent,tau pairsproduced with polarized
beam shavebeen sim ulated with theK K generator[5]
and Tauola [5]. That sim ulation fram ework includes
allQ ED eects up to the second order. Tau decays
aresim ulated taking into accountspin polarization ef-
fectsaswell.,and the com plete spin correlationsden-
sity m atrix oftheinitial-statebeam sand nalstateis
incorporated in an exactm anner.
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